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Abstract 

Fast spreading malicious worms have been known to cause severe havoc on networks they 

attack. Developing adequate detection and defense mechanisms against such worms with 

minimal false detection rates and optimized accuracy is therefore of keen interest. Modeling 

the behavior of fast worm detection and defense techniques to better understand and measure 

their effectiveness is crucial to developing effective defenses. Detection of slow scanning 

worms is also known to be particularly difficult due to the stealthy nature of slow worm 

propagation and their ability to blend with normal traffic patterns. The speed of fast 

scanning worms and the stealthiness of slow scanning worms pose unique challenges to 

malicious worm detection and defense. 

This thesis develops a novel distributed detection and collaborative containment technique 

which we refer to as the EDANC (Endpoint Detection And Network Containment) technique 

for defending against fast spreading worms. The EDANC detection and correlation engine 

is based on the Generalized Evidence Processing (GEP) theory, a decision level multi-sensor 

data fusion technique. With GEP theory, evidence collected by distributed detectors deter

mines the probability associated with a detection decision under a hypothesis. Several pieces 

of evidence are combined to arrive at an improved fused decision by minimizing a cummu-

lative decision risk function. The EDANC scheme also employs automated collaborative 

network-centric containment for worm defense. Further, this thesis develops the Analytical 

Active Worm Containment (AAWC) model, a novel non-deterministic discrete-time model 

used to model vulnerable host population protected as a result of the EDANC collaborative 

defense mechanism in a large scale network. Analysing the AAWC model alongside a known 

discrete-time worm propagation model, this thesis demonstrates quantitatively the effective

ness of the EDANC technique in defending against large scale fast spreading scanning worm 

attacks. 

Typically, techniques optimized for detecting fast scanning worms fail to detect slow scanning 

worms, and vice versa. While malicious traffic flows of varying scanning rates can occur 

concurrently in computer networks, the difficulty in detecting slow worms is exacerbated 

by interference from other traffic flows scanning at faster rates. This thesis formulates the 

problem of slow worm detection to include detection of faster scanning malicious traffic 

and filtering of traffic profiles associated with detected fast worms to isolate the malicious 

slow worms. This insight led to the development of a novel GEP theory-based integrated 

detection technique for detecting both fast and slow scanning malicious worm activity even 

when they occur concurrently in a target computer network. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Self-propagating programs also known as worms have become an interesting network security 

research focus. Their complex propagation techniques which enable them replicate them

selves across networks and from machine to machine as well as and the wide-spread nature 

of malicious worm attacks have made the study of worms very crucial. The consequence of 

such attacks are also known to be severe. Several recent publications attempt to provide 

better understanding of the nature and behavior of malicious worms. Modeling worm prop

agation mechanisms and assessing the risk and implication of a malicious worm epidemic to 

network infrastructures and computer network services in general has also attracted huge 

attention. 

Similarly, significant effort has been invested in developing detection and defense mechanisms 

against malicious worm attacks. Several techniques have been proposed to achieve some form 

of worm defense *. While some proposals for malicious worm defense have been adopted 

by the industry and incorporated into vendor products, others seem to be more theoretical 

than practically useful in today's computer network environments due to high false detection 

*We consider worm defense to include all actions required to defend against a worm attack. This includes 
worm detection and worm containment actions. 
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rates. However, the threat of large scale worm attacks remain quite formidable and real as 

is evident in recent successful attacks and analysis [46] [57] [83] [58] [20] [41]. 

While providing further insight into the threat posed by malicious worms on computer 

networks like the Internet and large enterprise networks, this thesis attempts to achieve the 

following: 

1. Development of a technique for fast detection and containment of fast scanning ma

licious worms in computer networks with low false detection rates and improved ac

curacy irrespective of their signature or their scanning strategies. Detection of such 

worms with minimal false detection rates and within short intervals still remains a 

problem today and development of a practical and deployable detection and contain

ment solution remains an open research issue. 

2. Development of a technique for detection of both slow scanning worms and fast scan

ning malicious worms in computer networks with low false detection rates and im

proved accuracy even when they occur concurrently in a target computer network. 

We point out that there are two major shortfalls of previously proposed approaches to 

detection of slow scanning and fast scanning worms. First, a common characteristic of 

previously proposed techniques is the use of connection counts and traffic rates as the 

basis for anomalous detection. This approach inherently carries a high rate of false 

positives and false negatives because slow worms are capable of propagating at rates 

similar or less than normal traffic rates and therefore can camouflage as normal traffic. 

Also, anomalous connection counts and traffic rates (whether high or low) do not nec

essarily confirm existence of malicious activity. Second, though previously proposed 

techniques demonstrate capability to detect fast scanning and slow scanning intrusions 

under certain circumstances, they do not address detection of both fast scanning and 

slow scanning malicious intrusions when they occur concurrently in the same target 

computer network. With advancements in worm propagation techniques and consid-
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ering the wide range of worm exploits that have been seen on the Internet and in 

computer networks, a detection approach that takes into account the real possibility 

that slow scanning malicious worms can occur concurrently with faster propagating 

malicious worms in computer networks is required. 

1.1 Malicious intrusions and worms 

The inherent nature of worms which enable them spread autonomously across several com

puter machines also makes them a vehicle for spreading malicious computer programs. Se

curity vulnerabilities exist in computer machines primarily due to programming flaws in 

computer software code [71] [33]. Proactive prevention of software security vulnerabilities 

can only be achieved by good software development practices [71], but this is far from being 

achievable today. Malicious programs such as worms exploit security vulnerabilities in com

puter software and compromise the target computer machine. The effect of such malicious 

programs on compromised vulnerable machines vary widely depending on the design intent 

of the malicious program. While some malicious programs inflict direct damage on infected 

systems, others leave backdoors for future attacks and malicious remote control of the sys

tems. The resultant impact is a loss or degradation of service on compromised systems 

as well as significant financial loss to organizations that rely on networked systems. The 

three largest worms of 2003, Sobig, Nachi, and Blaster affected systems globally and caused 

close to $5 billion in damages [20] . Prom February 2004 to May 2004, several variants of 

MyDoom, Netsky, Bagel and Sasser worms caused over $11 billion in damages worldwide 

[20]. Worms that leave backdoors on systems thus exposing the systems to future malicious 

intrusions are also used by hackers to remotely control compromised systems. Such systems 

are called zombies and the piece of software that allows a system to be remotely controlled 

without the system owner's knowledge is called a bot. A group of zombies controlled by a 

hacker is refered to as a botnet. Some botnets have been known to comprise tens of thou-
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sands of machines and have been used to launch distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks. 

During a typical DDoS attack, zombie machines are instructed to inundate a target system 

with thousands of packets of data in an attempt to overwhelm the system and cause it to 

crash. In 2000, e-commerce sites belonging to eBay, Yahoo and Amazon were the subject 

of DDoS attacks resulting in a cummulative loss of $1.2 billion, and in May of 2001, the 

whitehouse.gov site fell under a barrage of denial of service assaults [41]. An estimated $500 

million was lost by Microsoft in 2001 due to two days of disrupted network connectivity as 

a result of a DDoS attack [40]. Data such as these has forced the quest for effective defenses 

against worm-related attacks to preserve productivity and business continuity for today's 

organizations. DDoS attacks have also been recently used for political gains. According 

to [83], Estonia's national IT infrastructure was recently subjected to a series of DDoS at

tacks following a political fall out with Russia. Subsequently, NATO (North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization) finalized its first policy covering cyber attacks on member states' critical na

tional infrastructure. In North America, government departments too have indicated strong 

interests in funding and developing effective detection and defense strategies against such 

attacks as a matter of national security [78]. Home users with Internet connected systems 

are not spared either. Most zombie machines belong to this group of users who typically 

are not computer security savvy and are therefore more vulnerable to worm-based malicious 

attacks. Infections on home-based machines interfere with home-based businesses and affect 

the quality of life of recreational home computer users. 

The security threat posed by malicious computer worms therefore cuts across virtually all 

sectors of business and human endeavour that rely on networked systems. The impact of a 

successful malicious worm attack can be devastating with severe implications for individuals, 

large businesses, and national governments. 

Several recent literature attempt to provide better understanding of the nature and behavior 

of worms. Modeling worm propagation mechanisms and assessing the risk and implication 

of a worm epidemic on network infrastructure and computer network services in general 
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has attracted huge attention. Similarly, significant effort has been invested in developing 

detection and defense mechanisms against worm attacks. While some proposed worm de

tection and defense techniques have been adopted by the industry and incorporated into 

vendor products, others seem to be more theoretical than practically useful in today's com

puter network environments. However, the threat of large scale worm attacks remain quite 

formidable and real in computer networks today. 

1.2 Introduction to malicious worm detection and defense tech

niques 

1.2.1 Detection 

Techniques for detecting malicious intrusions can be divided into two broad groups: Signa

ture detection techniques and anomaly detection techniques. Fig. 1.1 depicts a taxonomy 

for worm detection techniques. A malicious code signature is an invariant component of 

that malicious code that can be used to uniquely identify the malicious code. Signature 

detection techniques in general require a managed database of unique malicious code sig

natures and are only capable of detecting malicious packets with known signatures [76]. 

Using the point of detection as a basis for classification, signature detection techniques can 

be classified as either host-based or network-based detection techniques. Host-based signa

ture detection techniques maintain the database of known malicious signatures on endpoints 

used for detection. Use of host-based anti-malware and anti-virus software fall within this 

class of detection. Network-based signature detection techniques such as network intrusion 

detection systems inspect network traffic at designated points in the network for presence 

of known malicious code in packet payloads. While signature detection techniques can be 

used to detect re-occurring malicious attacks that are known and for which signatures have 

been developed, zero-day attacks due to malicious traffic with unknown signatures cannot 
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F i g u r e 1 . 1 : Taxonomy of worm detection techniques 

be detected by such techniques. Similarly, intrusion defense and containment systems that 

depend on signature-based detection schemes are largely ineffective in defending against 

zero-day attacks. Also, there are well-known techniques for evading signature-based detec

tion. Such techniques include encryption and tunneling of malicious traffic flows to hide the 

signature of the code [44] [32] [64]. Packet fragmentation can also be used to evade detection 

since some network-based signature detection schemes may not re-construct the complete 

datagram or may not correctly re-assemble out-of-order fragments [32]. Recently, the use of 

polymorphic mutations which change the byte sequence of different worm instances to evade 

signature based intrusion detection systems was also affirmed [25]. 

Anomaly detection techniques can also be classified as network-based or host-based depend

ing on where the anomalous behavior is to be detected. Network-based anomaly detection 

techniques infer malicious activity in a network by detecting some form of anomalous net

work traffic patterns [10] [29] [45]. In [60], the number of connection attempts and failures 

was used for such network anomalous detection. ARP requests and name resolution requests 

or lack of them have also been used in [80] [79] as a basis for anomalous detection in the 
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network. Network-based anomaly detection techniques are somewhat limited in their ability 

to accurately detect worm activity since there is no information about vulnerabilies expoited 

by worms at the network level [21]. The lack of such verifiable malicious activity results 

in non-trivial amounts of false positives and false negatives. Also, while network-based 

anomaly detection techniques can effectively detect fast spreading worms under favorable 

conditions, they cannot reliably detect worm propagation that does not cause anomalous 

traffic patterns [25] [66]. For instance, flash worms [66] do not exhibit anomalous number of 

connection failures and connection attempts since they have pre-determined lists of vulner

able targets. Such worms will therefore evade existing scanning worm detection techniques 

that depend solely on number of connection failures and connection attempts for detection. 

Host-based anomaly detection techniques monitor specific endpoint and system-level char

acteristics and infer malicious activity when normal system behavior is altered. Recent 

research work [74] [21] [44] [9] and vendor implementations [68] have recorded success in 

using host-based anomaly intrusion detection techniques for effective detection of unautho

rized intrusions. Host-based anomaly detection techniques are capable of leveraging large 

amounts of detailed context about applications and system behavior to effectively detect 

anomalous host behaviors [64]. Authors in [9] presented a detection model that successfully 

detects attacks on a host machine running Windows by checking for anomalous attempts to 

access the Windows registry. It has been suggested that since end hosts running vulnerable 

software are the targets of malicious code attacks, they ought to be the point of detection 

[21]. The host-based anomaly detection technique adopted in [21] shows that with properly 

instrumented detection software, host-based intrusion detection is effective and capable of 

eliminating false positives. 
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F i g u r e 1 . 2 : Taxonomy of worm defense techniques 

1.2.2 Worm Defense 

Similar to detection, worm defense and containment techniques can be classified as host-

based or network-based techniques (Fig. 1.2). Host-based defense techniques typically in

volve deployment of system patches [44] against detected malicious code or activation of 

host-based filters [21] to block malicious intrusion traffic. Automated host-based defenses 

can be successfully deployed in specific scenarios or network zones such as in server farms or 

in a demilitarized network zone (DMZ). However, host-based techniques are not very scal

able and are unlikely to address worm containment in large enterprise networks. Large scale 

fast spreading worm attacks in particular that traverse several ISP and enterprise networks 

would be difficult to contain using host-based techniques. Also, in large networks, network 

administrators do not typically have any direct control over individual client machine con

figuration and therefore cannot depend on them for worm containment. Another problem 

with host-based defense techniques is that a successful compromise of a participating host 

could subvert the entire defense strategy [77] [56]. 

Network-based defense techniques typically implement filters on network devices such as 

firewalls, routers and intrusion prevention systems to block malicious intrusion traffic. In 

[50], content filtering based on signatures was compared to network address blocking tech

niques and it was shown that if the reaction time between detection and containment can 
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be minimized, address blocking techniques can be more effective. Recent developments in 

router technology which enables deep packet inspection and content-based filtering [70] has 

been leveraged for network-based defenses. 
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Chapter 2 

Thesis Approach and Contributions 

This thesis work investigates the following problems related to malicious worms and intru

sions in computer networks and develops solutions to address them: 

1. Fast detection and containment of fast scanning malicious worms in computer networks 

with low false detection rates and improved accuracy irrespective of their signature 

or their scanning strategies. Detection of such worms with minimal false detection 

rates and within short intervals still remains a problem today and development of a 

practical and deployable detection and containment solution remains an open research 

issue. 

2. Detection of both slow scanning stealthy worms and fast scanning malicious worms in 

computer networks with low false detection rates and improved accuracy even when 

they occur concurrently in a target computer network. We point out that there are 

two major shortfalls of previously proposed approaches [1] [61] to detection of slow 

scanning and fast scanning worms. 

f First, a common characteristic of previously proposed techniques is the use of 
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connection counts and traffic rates as the basis for anomalous detection. This ap

proach inherently carries a high rate of false positives and false negatives because 

worms are capable of propagating at rates similar or less than normal traffic rates 

and therefore can camouflage as normal traffic [27]. Also, anomalous connection 

counts and traffic rates (whether high or low) do not necessarily confirm existence 

of malicious activity. 

f Second, though previously proposed techniques [1] [61] demonstrate capability to 

detect fast scanning and slow scanning intrusions under certain circumstances, 

they do not address detection of both fast scanning and slow scanning malicious 

intrusions when they occur concurrently in the same target computer network. 

This particularly exacerbates the difficulty in detecting slow worms due to inter

ference from other traffic flows scanning at faster rates. With advancements in 

worm propagation techniques and considering the wide range of worm exploits 

that have been seen in the wild, a detection approach that takes into account the 

real possibility that slow scanning malicious worms can occur concurrently with 

faster propagating malicious worms in computer networks is required. 

2.1 Detection of Fast Scanning Intrusions 

The first contribution of this thesis to the state of the art is the novel use of the Generalized 

Evidence Processing (GEP) theory, an optimized decision level multi-sensor data fusion 

technique for detection of fast scanning malicious intrusions such as worms. The GEP 

theory ensures an improved fused decision is made by minimizing the cummulative risk 

associated with making that decision. Other popular decision level multi-sensor data fusion 

techniques, such as the Bayesian theory and the Dempster-Shafer theory have been used in 

previous works as theoretical foundations for intrusion detection techniques [82] [18] [12], 

but as far as our literature survey revealed, and to the best of our knowledge, we were 
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the first in [4] to use the GEP theory as a theoretical foundation for intrusion detection of 

malicious traffic in computer networks. The GEP theory technique has also been known to 

have merits over both the Bayesian and Dempster-Shafer techniques [39]. Using the GEP 

theory, we developed a detection and correlation engine for our novel Endpoint Detection 

And Network Containment (EDANC) approach for distributed detection and collaborative 

defense against fast spreading worms. 

2.2 Modeling Collaborative Containment of Fast Scanning In

trusions 

The second contribution of this thesis is the development and analysis of the Analytical 

Active Worm Containment (AAWC) model. The AAWC model is a novel non-deterministic 

discrete-time model which we use to model vulnerable host population protected from ran

dom scanning fast spreading malicious worms as a result of the EDANC collaborative defense 

scheme in a large scale network. Using the AAWC model, we demonstrate quantitatively 

the collaborative containment capability of EDANC defense in a large scale network. 

The proposed EDANC approach uses a network-based collaborative technique for fast con

tainment of fast spreading worms. With the EDANC approach, after the detection and 

correlation engines identify an offending traffic flow, network filters are automatically gen

erated and deployed on the first upstream router (i.e the gateway router) of the network 

segment or cell under attack. The gateway router of the target cell then sends notifica

tion signals to neighbor routers. Participating neighbor routers that receive the notification 

signal run a reactive blocking protocol which ensures execution of a similar containment 

action if the offending traffic is still active. The neighbor routers then notify their own 

neighbor routers thus propagating the containment information to achieve enterprise-wide 

collaborative containment. We used the AAWC model to quantitatively demonstrate the 
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effectiveness of the EDANC containment technique in protecting a vulnerable uninfected 

population from infection from a fast scanning malicious worm attack. We define contain

ment of an infectious worm as the complete halting of further worm spread. Therefore, when 

a fast spreading worm is contained using the EDANC defense technique, significant portions 

of the vulnerable uninfected population are protected from infection. 

2.3 Integrated Detection using Multi-sensor Data Fusion 

The third contribution of this thesis to the state of the art is the proposal and develop

ment of a novel approach to integrated detection of both slow scanning stealthy worms 

and fast scanning malicious worms that is distinct from previously proposed approaches. 

First, our proposed detection approach uses an optimized correlation technique based on 

the GEP theory to combine malicious intrusion evidence provided by distributed host-based 

anomaly intrusion detectors. The use of the GEP theory, an optimized multi-sensor data 

fusion technique for combining the local decisions provided by the individual host detectors 

ensures that false detection rates are minimized and that detection accuracy is optimized. 

The fact that host anomaly detectors are also known to be capable of exhibiting low false 

detection rates [21] [68] adds to making our novel GEP-based detection technique even more 

viable. Second, our novel detection approach takes into consideration the real possibility 

that slow scanning malicious worms can occur concurrently with faster propagating mali

cious worms in computer networks. This particularly exacerbates the difficulty in detecting 

slow worms due to interference from other traffic flows scanning at faster rates. We intro

duced an improvement to our proposed EDANC detection and correlation engine to extend 

its capabilities to detection of slow worms. The improved EDANC detection and correlation 

engine uses a detection window-based self adapting profiler to filter detected fast scanning 

malicious traffic profiles hence isolating detected slow scanning malicious traffic profiles in 

the correlation engine. The resulting integrated detection technique was used to achieve 
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detection of both fast scanning and slow scanning malicious worms even when they occur 

concurrently in a target computer network. In Chapter seven, we present the integrated 

detection technique and use experiments on a live test-bed to demonstrate its functionality. 

A summary of the main contributions of this thesis work are: 

f Development of the EDANC defense scheme for detection and containment of fast 

spreading malicious worms. The detection and correlation engine is based on the Gen

eralized Evidence Processing (GEP) theory, a decision-level multi-sensor data fusion 

technique, while a network-based collaborative technique is used for containment. 

f Experiments on a live test-bed to validate the functionality and performance of the 

EDANC detection technique. 

f Development of the Analytical Active Worm Containment (AAWC) model, a discrete-

time model used to model vulnerable host population protected from random fast 

scanning worms as a result of EDANC collaborative containment technique in a large 

scale network. 

f Use of the AAWC model to demonstrate quantitatively the collaborative containment 

capability of the EDANC scheme. Containment of an infectious worm is defined as the 

complete halting of further worm spread. Therefore, when a fast spreading worm is 

contained using the EDANC defense, significant portions of the vulnerable uninfected 

population are protected from infection. 

f We propose an integrated approach to detecting both fast and slow scanning malicious 

worms by introducing improvements to our EDANC scheme. 

f We achieve detection of slow worms by using a combination of evidence from host-

based anomaly detectors, a detection window-based adaptive profiler and a detection 

engine based on the Generalized Evidence Processing (GEP) theory. 
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f Our approach takes into consideration the real possibility that faster propagating 

malicious intrusions can occur concurrently with slow worms in computer networks, 

and therefore interfere with slow worm detection. 

f Experimentation on a live test-bed to demonstrate the integrated detection technique 

and present results. 

This thesis work resulted in the following technical publications: 

f A journal paper, "Towards Host-based Detection and Collaborative Network Contain

ment of Fast Spreading Active Worms", submitted to the Journal of Network and 

Computer Applications, 2009 [6]. 

f A conference paper, "Detection of Slow Malicious Worms using Multi-sensor Data 

Fusion", published in the proceedings of the IEEE Symposium on Computational 

Intelligence for Security and Defense Applications (CISDA 2009), 2009 [4]. 

f A conference paper, "An Integrated Approach to Detection of Fast and Slow Scan

ning Worms", published in the proceedings of the ACM Symposium on Information, 

Computer and Communications Security (ASIACCS 2009), 2009 [5]. 

f A conference paper, "Modeling Host-based Detection and Active Worm Containment", 

published in the proceedings of the 11th Communications and Networking Simulation 

Symposium (CNS), 2008 [3]. 

f A conference paper, "Endpoint-driven Intrusion Detection and Containment of Fast 

Spreading Worms in Enterprise Networks", published in the proceedings of the IEEE 

Military Communications Conference (MILCOM), 2007 [2]. 
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Chapter 3 

Related Work 

This thesis work is concerned with developing an optimized detection and defense technique 

against malicious worm activity in computer networks. This work also focusses on the 

use of multi-sensor data fusion techniques for detecting both fast scanning malicious worm 

intrusions and slow scanning stealthy worms even when they occur concurrently in computer 

networks. In this chapter, we first discuss previous works related to worm propagation 

techniques and modeling worm propagation behavior. Second, we discuss previous works 

related to anomaly-based detection of fast scanning worms in computer networks. We also 

review previous works related to worm defense techniques and collaborative containment of 

fast scanning worms. We then examine slow worm detection and techniques for integrated 

detection of both fast and slow malicious worms related to our work. Finally, this chapter 

discusses previous works related to multi-sensor data fusion techniques used for intrusion 

detection. 
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3.1 Worm Propagation - Techniques and Models 

Fast spreading self-propagating malicious programs also known as active worms [67] [19] 

have been an enduring security threat on the Internet and large enterprise networks. With 

advanced scanning and propagation techniques, active worms are known to have successfully 

spread across the Internet in a few seconds [67]. The Code Red and the Slammer worms 

uniformly scanned the entire IPv4 space [48] [23]. Blaster sequentially scanned the Internet 

choosing to sequentially scan from a local IP address with 40% probability [24]. Code Red 

II also used a local preference scan in its propagation, exhibiting a higher probability of 

scanning an IP address within the same Class B or Class A network as the attacker than 

a random address [49]. Researchers have also conceived of advanced scanning techniques 

for highly virulent worms. With hit-list scanning [67], an attacker first builds a list of 

IP addresses of vulnerable hosts into the worm code before release of the worm. This 

significantly shortens the propagation time and improves effectiveness of the worm. The 

flash worm is an example of such a worm. With topological scanning [67], the worm uses 

information gathered from victim machines to create new target hosts. The Morris worm 

used this technique. A worm that successfully exploits a vulnerable host that is part of a 

peer-to-peer network can use this technique to spread across the peer-to-peer network by 

gathering a list of peers from the exploited host. 

Worm propagation has been likened to biological virus spreading and biological epidemio

logical models have been used to model worm propagation [26] [38]. The simple epidemic 

model (SI model) assumed that the vulnerable population size is constant and that no re

covery or death of an infected host is possible. An infected system therefore will remain in 

an infected state perpetually. Kermack-McKendrick's SIR model [26] [38] improved the SI 

model by considering that some infected host either recover from the infection or die with 

time. However, this model did not consider human countermeasures or automatic defense 

mechanisms which can reduce infection rates and isolate both infected and vulnerable sys-
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tems. The two-factor model [85] modeled Internet worm propagation by considering human 

coutermeasures such as patching, physical removal of systems from the network and manual 

setup of router filters. This model did not account for automated defenses which do not rely 

on human intervention. More analytical worm propagation models which are not derived 

from epidemiology have also been developed. The Analytical Active Worm Propagation 

(AAWP) model [19] is a discrete time model that characterizes the propagation of random 

scanning worms. In [19] the AAWP model was described as more accurate and realistic 

compared to the epidemiological models for the following reasons: 

1. In the AAWP model a host cannot infect other hosts before it is completely infected, 

but in the epidemiological models a host begins infecting other hosts even before it 

is completely infected. Therefore the observed propagation speed of the worm and 

number of infected hosts are different with the two models. The AAWP model uses a 

more accurate approach. 

2. The epidemiological models do not consider the time it takes to infect a host. De

pending on characteristics such as size of the worm and the vulnerability exploited by 

the worm, scanning worms take a varying amount of time to infect a vulnerable host. 

The AAWP model takes this time into consideration and [19] shows that the time to 

infect a host is an important factor in the spread of active worms. 

3. The AAWP model also takes into consideration the realistic case that a vulnerable host 

can be scanned by multiple copies of a worm at the same time. The epidemiological 

models ignore this case. 

Besides AAWP model, the Random Constant Spread (RCS) worm model, also not derived 

from epidemiology, was developed in [67] to model the behavior of the Code Red worm [49]. 

The accuracy of the model was demonstrated in modeling the Slammer worm outbreak [48]. 

The RCS model assumes that an infected host randomly scans the IP address space for 

vulnerable machines. The model captures the initial worm spread at an exponential rate 
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and eventual slow down as the worm spread reaches saturation. The RCS model shows that 

to be effective, practical worm detection and containment system must detect and initate 

rapid containment of the worm spread as early as possible in the exponential growth phase. 

In [59] it was noted that traditional RCS worm model is fundamentally deterministic and 

identified conditions under which variability in the stochastic behavior of the RCS worms 

can be ignored. Authors in [59] then presented a hybrid deterministic/stochastic model for 

a RCS worm behavior. 

The importance of considering the stochastic behavior of worms in modeling worm propa

gation and in developing worm defenses was further emphasized in [55]. Using the Time of 

Next Infection (TNI) model, it was shown in [55] that the variance in worm infection time 

is primarily due to variance in inter-infection times early in the worm's life. According to 

[55], consideration for stochastic variance in the worm infection time is particularly crucial 

for quantitative evaluation of worm detection and defense mechanisms since metrics such 

as number of infections or scans as well as and reaction time of worm defense systems are 

affected by this variance. 

3.2 Anomaly-based Detection for Fast Scanning Worms 

Anomaly-based intrusion detection has emerged as a mechanism for detecting malicious in

trusions that are either previously unknown or are capable of bypassing traditional signature-

based detection schemes [25] [32] [44]. Anomaly-based Intrusion Detection Systems (AIDS) 

can be classified as network AIDS or host AIDS depending on where the anomalous behavior 

is detected. Network AIDS infer suspicious activity in a network by detecting anomalous 

network traffic patterns [79] [10] [60]. While this approach can effectively detect fast spread

ing worms under favorable conditions, it cannot reliably detect malicious intrusions that do 

not cause anomalous network traffic patterns [25] [21] [60]. Host-based AIDS which infer 
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suspicious activity when detector endpoints experience an intrusion that attempts to alter a 

pre-defined standard state * of the endpoint have been more successful at detecting malicious 

worm intrusions irrespective of scanning behavior of worms. Typically, such attempts are in 

the form of anomalous system calls [51] or unauthorized intrusions [44] which cause the host 

AIDS to trigger an alert. This aligns with the argument in [21] that since end hosts running 

vulnerable software are the targets of malicious code attacks, they ought to be the point of 

detection. Recent work [21] [2] and vendor implementations [68] have recorded success in 

using host AIDS for detecting unauthorized intrusions. Host AIDS are capable of leveraging 

large amounts of detailed context about applications and system behavior to effectively de

tect anomalous host behaviors [64]. The technique adopted in [21] shows that with properly 

instrumented detection software, host-based intrusion detection is effective and capable of 

minimizing false positives. Though host-based AIDS can successfully detect malicious intru

sions on a host and therefore determine the attempted exploit, the potential false positive 

rates and detection accuracy associated with individual host-based AIDS software is still a 

concern. Hence, some form of intelligent correlation and analysis is required to reduce the 

dependence on a single host anomaly detector and therefore minimize false alarm rates and 

improve detection accuracy. This is especially crucial for detection of multiple concurrent 

malicious attacks on a computer network. In [28] [17], this concept of combining alerts from 

multiple detectors for improved performance was also emphasized. Authors in [28] proposed 

a likelihood ratio test (LRT) technique for combining different alarm reports and showed 

that with the LRT technique detection accuracy can be improved to some degree. 

In this thesis, we use distributed anomaly-based host detectors for local detection of fast 

scanning malicious worms. Reports from the local detectors are combined in a fusion center 

running our novel correlation algorithm based on a decision level multi-sensor data fusion 

technique. 

* Pre-defined standard states of endpoints are typically determined by established security policies and stan
dards. 
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3.3 Worm Defense Techniques and Collaborative Containment 

The advanced scanning and propagation techniques of malicious worms in computer net

works and the severity of the damage they inflict on vulnerable computer systems has moti

vated several efforts to understand worm propagation mechanisms as well as contrive tech

niques for actively defending against malicious worm attacks. Active defense mechanisms 

take the battle to the worm [53] by automatically eliminating, isolating or patching infected 

systems as well as pro-actively protecting vulnerable uninfected systems from infection. 

Containment of malicious intrusions can be executed either at the host or on the network. 

Hence, worm defense and containment techniques can be broadly classified as host-based or 

network-based techniques. 

Host-based defense techniques typically include: 

1. Deployment of system patches [44] [53] against known vulnerabilities and detected 

malicious code. 

2. Activation of host-based filters [21] to block malicious intrusion traffic. 

3. Proactively hardening host systems sufficiently to prevent a vulnerability exploit or a 

successful infection on a single attempt [14]. Such hardening methods include sand-

boxing, privilege seperation, anomaly detection, system call monitoring [14]. 

4. Removal of susceptible but uninfected hosts from the network before they become 

infected [54]. 

Automated host-based defenses can be successfully deployed in specific scenarios or in spe

cific network zones such as in a server farm or in a demilitarized network zone (DMZ). 

However, host-based techniques are not very scalable and are unlikely to address worm con-
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tainment in large enterprise networks. Large scale fast spreading worm attacks in particular 

that traverse several Internet Service Provider (ISP) and enterprise networks would be dif

ficult to contain using host-based techniques. Also, in large networks such as ISP networks 

that span several geographical regions, network administrators do not typically have any 

direct control over individual client (customer) machine configuration and therefore cannot 

depend on such machines for worm containment. Another problem with host-based defense 

techniques is that a successful compromise of a participating host could subvert the entire 

defense strategy [77] [56]. A containment technique that ensures fast propagation of the 

containment action is required. Ideally, such a technique should propagate the containment 

action at a rate comparable or superior to the rate of propagation of fast spreading mali

cious worms. While network-based techniques protect a fraction of the target population 

when executed, host-based techniques protect only a single host at a time. Clearly, for fast 

containment, network-based techniques should be deployed. 

Network-based defense techniques typically implement filters on network devices such as fire

walls, routers and intrusion prevention systems to block malicious intrusion traffic [50] [77] 

or throttle the rate of network traffic flow from suspicious hosts [60] [81]. While rate limiting 

worm containment schemes can successfully suppress the rapid spread of fast propagating 

worms, they do not necessarily stop the spread. Also, the criteria for selecting a suspicious 

traffic flow to rate limit depends heavily on observation of connection success rates [60] or 

some anomalous network traffic behavior, which are prone to false positives. Hence, there is 

a concern about false positive rates with rate limiting worm containment schemes. In [50], 

content filtering based on malicious code signatures was compared to network address block

ing techniques and it was shown that if the reaction time between detection and containment 

can be minimized, address blocking techniques can be more effective. Recent developments 

in router technology which enables deep packet inspection and content-based filtering [70] 

has been leveraged for network-based defenses. Further, a collaborative containment archi

tecture should be used to suppress large scale worm attacks [56] [16]. Authors in [56] [16] 

experimented with the concept of collaborative cellular containment where the network is 
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broken into logical cells, each with in-built containment capabilities. Their results show 

that such a distributed and cooperative approach can greatly improve containment systems. 

Similarly, the pushback technique [34] employed a collaborative packet dropping technique 

to suppress distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks. 

In this thesis, we propose a collaborative worm defense scheme triggered by our novel detec

tion and correlation engine. The defense scheme executes network-based containment at the 

first upstream router (i.e the gateway router) of the network segment or cell under attack. 

The gateway router of the cell then sends signals to neighbor routers to execute similar 

containment procedures thus achieving enterprise-wide collaborative containment. We also 

develop a non-deterministic discrete-time active worm containment model for our proposed 

collaborative worm defense scheme. 

3.4 Slow Worm Detection 

The propagation behavior of slow scanning worms which enable them blend with normal 

traffic patterns and evade intrusion detection systems (IDS) that depend on only anomalous 

network heuristics for detection has made them an interesting research subject. Unlike fast 

scanning worms, this class of worms propagate and scan the network at rates below detection 

thresholds of network based intrusion detection systems and host based detection systems 

that use number of incoming or outgoing connections as a basis for anomalous detection. 

Such worms are indistinguishable from normal traffic seen on the network, or seen by end 

host network connections and are difficult to detect. Malicious slow scanning worms there

fore pose a serious threat to networks today. Some recent work have attempted to address 

the problem of detecting slow worms. In [22] a distributed end host detection scheme which 

uses a dynamic bayesian network model for probabilistic detection was proposed for detec

tion of slow worms. End host detectors alert when the number of outgoing connections to 
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unique destination addresses and ports exceed a threshold and share detection information 

with each other using a gossip messaging protocol to improve false detection rates. The 

gossip messaging between detectors proposed in [22] was based on the assumption that in

dividual detectors only see a partial picture of the larger network behavior of the worm(s) 

and therefore are considered weak detectors with high false positive rates. Hence, collabo

ration through gossips provided a way to remedy this by allowing multiple detectors share 

information to provide better coverage. In [65] the SWORD (Self-propagating Worm Ob

servation and Rapid Detection) detection system was proposed to detect zero-day worms 

of different propagation types and speeds. This was achieved by determining whether total 

number of outgoing worm-like connections from a domain during a sliding window crosses 

a threshold set based on observation of normal traffic. However, it was acknowledged that 

if the worm speed is slow enough to cause interspersed traffic throughout a large amount 

of normal traffic, detection with the SWORD system becomes difficult. In [61] a multi-

resolution approach for worm detection was proposed to deal with the limitations of simple 

threshold-based detection methods. Using number of unique destinations contacted as a 

basis for anomaly detection, the multi-resolution approach used different thresholds during 

different time windows to detect attacks of different speeds. Faster scanning attacks were 

detected with smaller time windows while slower attacks were detected with larger time 

windows. 

We distinguish between slow scanning worms and stealth worms [67]. While slow scanning 

worms randomly scan IP addresses for vulnerable hosts at a low scanning rate, stealth 

worms are slowly speading but with no peculiar communication patterns [67]. Authors 

in [67] described an example of a stealth worm in which an attacker has attained a pair 

of exploits: Es, which subverts a popular type of Web server, and Ec, which subverts a 

popular type of web client (e.g. a browser). The attacker begins the worm attack on a 

convenient server or client and then simply waits. If the starting point is a server, then the 

attacker waits for clients to visit. As each client visits, the subverted server detects whether 

the client is vulnerable to Ec. If so, the server infects it, sending along both Ec and Es. 
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As an infected client now surfs other websites, the client inspects whether the servers on 

those sites are vulnerable to Es, and, if so, again infects them, sending along Ec and Es. In 

this is example the infection therefore spreads from clients to servers and unto other clients, 

much as a contagious disease spreads based on the incidental traffic patterns of its hosts. 

This kind of worm-spread exhibits no peculiar communication pattern and finds easy preys 

in peer-to-peer networks and is also an interesting research subject [37]. However, in this 

thesis we focus on the detection of slow scanning worms and not stealth worms. 

3.5 Integrated Detection Techniques 

Worm detection techniques are typically designed based on some unique characteristic(s) 

of the worm to be detected. Fast scanning worms typically exhibit an abnormally high 

number of connections or traffic flows which are detectable in the network or on end hosts, 

while slow scanning worms propagate more stealthily, enabling them to blend with normal 

traffic patterns and evade intrusion detection systems (IDS) that depend on only anomalous 

network heuristics for detection. Most proposed techniques for detection of fast scanning 

worms [2] [77] [60] [15] are unable to detect slow scanning worms. Slow scanning worms 

are usually indistinguishable from normal traffic seen on the network, or seen by end host 

network connections and are therefore difficult to detect. However, both types of worms 

pose serious threats to vulnerable systems and investigating detection systems capable of 

detecting both types of worms is relevant. Some recent works have attempted to address the 

challenge of detecting both fast and slow worms. In [1], adaptively adjusting the detection 

threshold on end host detectors based on observed traffic was proposed as a way to detect 

both fast and slow worms. A supervised classifier predicts the time-varying distribution of 

outgoing traffic based on previous observations and this was used for the adjustment. In [61] 

a multi-resolution approach for worm detection was proposed to deal with the limitations of 

simple threshold-based detection methods. Using number of unique destinations contacted 
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as a basis for anomaly detection, the multi-resolution approach used different thresholds 

during different time windows to detect attacks of different speeds. Faster scanning attacks 

were detected with smaller time windows while slower attacks were detected with larger time 

windows. 

We point out that there are two major shortfalls of previously proposed approaches in [1] 

and [61] to detection of slow scanning and fast scanning worms. First, a common charac

teristic of both techniques is the use of connection counts and traffic rates as the basis for 

anomalous detection. This approach inherently carries a high false alarm rate because worms 

are capable of propagating at rates similar or less than normal traffic rates and therefore 

can camouflage as normal traffic [27]. Also, anomalous connection counts and traffic rates 

(whether high or low) do not necessarily confirm the existence of malicious activity. Second, 

though both techniques demonstrate capability to detect fast scanning and slow scanning 

intrusions under certain circumstances, they do not address detection of both fast scanning 

and slow scanning malicious intrusions when they occur concurrently in the same computer 

network. 

Information about vulnerabilities and attempted exploits do not exist in the network layer, 

hence techniques that use connection counts and traffic rates as the basis for anomalous 

detection are unable to provide hard evidence of malicious intrusions. In fact, the assumption 

that malicious attacks necessarily cause anomalous activity in the network in terms of host 

or network traffic was recently challenged in [27]. On the other hand, host-based Anomaly 

Intrusion Detection Systems (AIDS) which infer suspicious activity when detector endpoints 

experience an intrusion that attempts to alter a pre-defined standard state t of the endpoint 

have been more successful at detecting malicious worm intrusions irrespective of scanning 

behavior of worms. Typically, such attempts are in the form of anomalous system calls 

[51], unauthorized or infectious intrusions which cause the host AIDS to trigger an alert. 

Pre-defined standard states of endpoints are typically determined by established security policies and stan
dards. 
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Recent work [21] and vendor implementations [68] have recorded success in using host AIDS 

for detecting unauthorized intrusions. Host AIDS are capable of leveraging large amounts 

of detailed context about applications and system behavior to effectively detect anomalous 

host behaviors [64]. The technique adopted in [21] shows that with properly instrumented 

detection software, host-based intrusion detection is effective and capable of minimizing false 

positives. 

In this thesis, we propose and develop a novel approach to integrated detection of both slow 

scanning stealthy worms and fast scanning malicious worms that is distinct from previously 

proposed approaches. First, our proposed detection approach uses an optimized correlation 

technique based on a decision level multi-sensor data fusion technique to combine malicious 

intrusion evidence provided by distributed host-based anomaly intrusion detectors. This 

inherently reduces false alarm rates and optimizes detection accuracy. Second, our detection 

approach takes into consideration the real possibility that slow scanning stealthy worms can 

occur concurrently with faster propagating malicious worms in computer networks. This 

particularly exacerbates the difficulty in detecting slow worms due to interference from 

other traffic flows scanning at faster rates. 

3.6 Multi-sensor Data Fusion - Introduction 

In [39], data fusion is described as a multifaceted process dealing with the automatic detec

tion, correlation and combination of data and information from single or multiple sources 

to achieve a refined assessment of situations and threats. Multi-sensor data fusion is con

cerned with combining data from multiple sensors in order to make inferences about events, 

activities or situations that may not be possible with a single sensor alone [31]. Typically, 

multiple sensors are used to enable more accurate data to be gathered about events present 

in the observation space of the sensors. Multi-sensor data fusion applications exist in several 
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areas of study such as artificial intelligence [30], signal processing, statistical estimation [75], 

pattern recognition [43] etc. where combination of data is required. It has been described 

as a technology that holds promise in the development of highly reliable intrusion detection 

and next generation security-decision systems to combat multiple complex threats [12] [11]. 

We are interested in decision-level identity fusion, an aspect of multi-sensor data fusion 

that involves combining decisions from individual sensors to achieve a more accurate and 

refined joint or fused decision on the particular observation of interest. Techniques used 

for decision-level multi-sensor data fusion include classical inference, Bayesian inference, 

Dempster-Shafer method, and the Generalized Evidence Processing theory. We describe 

decision-level multi-sensor data fusion techniques in more detail in Chapter four. 

In this thesis, we apply the Generalized Evidence Processing (GEP) theory to the detection 

of malicious worms in computer networks. The GEP theory offers an optimized and flex

ible decision-level identity fusion technique for combining individual sensor decisions and 

is known to have inherent advantages over the other decision-level multi-sensor data fusion 

techniques. These are discussed in more detail in Chapter four. 
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Chapter 4 

Background 

This thesis investigates the problem of detecting and containing worms and malicious in

trusions in computer networks. In this chapter, we review multi-sensor data fusion, a well-

known approach to making decisions based on distributed sensing and data combination. 

Data fusion techniques such as Bayesian inference and the Dempster-Shafer's evidential the

ory are briefly discussed. We then discuss in detail the Generalized Evidence Processing 

(GEP) theory technique and its application to detection of malicious intrusions. We also 

highlight the advantages of the GEP theory technique over the other techniques. This the

sis focuses on using a detection and correlation engine based on the Generalized Evidence 

Processing theory for detecting malicious worms in computer networks. 

4.1 Decision Level Multi-sensor Data Fusion 

Multi-sensor data fusion is the process of combining data from multiple sensors to perform 

inferences or to improve the accuracy of inferences that may not be possible with only a 

single sensor. This thesis is concerned with the use of multi-sensor data fusion for detection 
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of worm attacks and malicious intrusions in computer networks. In particular, it focuses on 

decision-level data fusion where a fusion center processes identity declarations or decisions 

from multiple sensors to achieve a joint declaration of identify also referred to as a fused 

decision. With decision-level fusion, multiple sensors participate in monitoring an event or 

activity of interest and perform individual processing and identity declaration concerning 

the observed event. The individual sensor identity declarations are then combined or fused 

in a fusion center to achieve a joint declaration that more acurately identifies the event 

of interest. Typically, individual sensor identity declarations can be either a hard decision 

concerning the event which provides only a single declaration of identity or a soft decision 

which provides multiple declarations of identity with an associated probability [31] *. With 

decision-level fusion, techniques used for fusing individual sensor declarations include classi

cal inference, Bayesian inference, Dempster-Shafer evidential theory, Generalized Evidence 

Processing theory and heuristic approaches such as voting methods. 

In this thesis, we pay particular attention to the Generalized Evidence Processing theory 

technique and develop a detection and correlation engine based on the technique for detecting 

malicious worms in computer networks. In the next section, we briefly describe the Bayesian 

inference and the Dempster-Shafer evidential theory. 

4.1.1 Bayesian Inference 

Bayesian inference is a probability-based decision level data fusion technique that determines 

the validity of a proposed hypothesis concerning an event versus an alternative hypothesis 

based on Baye's rule [13]. With Bayesian inference, the fusion center updates the probabil

ities of alternative hypotheses based on observations or declarations from multiple sensors. 

The technique updates the likelihood of a hypothesis given a previous likelihood estimate 

and additional sensor observations or declarations. This provides a relationship between the 

*Soft decisions give a notion of uncertainty about the true identity of the observed event. 
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a priori probability of the hypothesis, and the a posteriori probability of the hypothesis. 

Assume H\,H2,...Hk are mutually exclusive hypotheses that describe or identify an event 

X which has just occurred, then with Bayesian inference, 

Y,P{X\H,)P{H<) 
1=1 

and 

j = l 

where P{Hi) is the a priori probability of hypothesis Hi being true (before observing the 

event or evidence X), P{X\Hi) is the probability of observing evidence X given that Hi is 

true. P(X\Hi) is also called a likelihood function when it is considered as a function of Hi 

for fixed X. P(Hi\X) is the a posteriori probability of hypothesis Hi being true given that 

evidence X is available (or event X has occured). 

For detection of malicious intrusions two hypotheses are typically of interest, the hypothesis 

that an observed intrusion is malicious and the hypothesis that the intrusion is benign. 

These are mutually exclusive hypotheses and are therefore suited for investigation using 

Bayesian inference. In a multi-sensor detection system, observations or declarations from 

distributed sensors (or detectors) provide evidence used to update the probabilities of each 

hypotheses until a probabilistic decision is made based on some stopping conditions. While 

Bayesian inference provides a tractable approach to data fusion, it has been criticized for 

lack of flexibility when evidence provided by detector observations do not necessarily support 

hard decisions. In other words, capability of sensors to make hard decisions is required for 

the Bayesian inference technique to be usable. Other limitations of the technique include 

the requirement for mutual exclusivity between competing hypotheses [63] [31] and the fact 
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that there can be difficulty in denning a priori probabilities and likelihood functions for the 

alternative hypotheses. 

4.1.2 Dempster-Shafer Evidential Theory 

Similar to the Bayesian inference, the Dempster-Shafer technique is a decision level data 

fusion technique. Whereas the Bayesian theory requires probabilities for each hypothesis 

of interest, the Dempster-Shafer theory uses a concept of belief functions with associated 

weighting for particular propositions. For detection of malicious intrusions, weighting or 

mass values from individual detectors are fused using the Dempster-Shafer rule of com

bination to compute a combined mass value for a particular proposition [82] [18]. This 

quantifies the credibility (measure of belief) of the proposition and its plausibility (lack of 

evidence refuting the proposition). Proponents of the Dempster-Shafer theory argue that 

the Dempster-Shafer technique offers unique advantages for a number of reasons. It was 

explained in [82] that the capability to assign uncertainty or ignorance to Dempster-Shafer 

propositions makes it more applicable to problems that would otherwise seem intractable. 

Since a priori knowledge is not required for the Dempster-Shafer technique unlike Bayesian 

inference, authors in [18] affirmed that the Dempster-Shafer technique is potentially more 

suitable for anomaly detection of previously unseen events or situations. Some of the disad

vantages of the Dempster-Shafer method include inability to use a priori probabilities when 

they are known, and counter-intuitive results that are sometimes generated when support 

for conflicting propositions is significant [39]. Also, the Dempster-Shafer theory does not 

natively offer a decision logic to facilitate arriving at a fused decision even though it pro

vides evidence supporting the hypotheses or propositions being considered [39]. In addition, 

the computational complexity of the technique increases exponentially with the number of 

propositions under consideration [18]. 
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4.1.3 Generalized Evidence Processing Theory 

Some of the highlighted limitations of the Bayesian inference or decision processes include 

inability to deal with both non-mutually exclusive multiple hypotheses and uncertainty [39] 

[31]. The Generalized Evidence Processing (GEP) theory [72] [73], also a decision level data 

fusion technique extends the Bayesian inference framework to deal with these limitations. As 

an example, let HQ and Hi be the two hypotheses under testing. The events associated with 

the probability space can be attributed to the two hypotheses HQ and Hi with probabilities 

P(H0) > 0 and P{H{) > 0 respectively, where P(H0) + P{HX) < 1. Let D0, Du and D2 

be the decisions which correspond to the propositions "HQ is true", uHi is true" and UHQ or 

Hi is true" t respectively. With Bayesian inference where HQ and Hi are mutually exclusive 

events, the probability associated with D2 is equivalent to: 

P(D2) = P(H0 U Hi) = P(H0) + P(Hi) = 1 

This shows an inability to account for non-mutually exclusive events and uncertainty (or 

indecision) within the Bayesian inference framework. The Dempster-Shafer technique also 

has shortcomings as explained earlier in Section 4.1.2. The GEP theory is a unified evidence 

combining theory which accounts for indecision and combines evidence that supports non-

mutually exclusive propositions to arrive at a decision by minimizing a cummulative risk 

function. Hence, the GEP theory enjoys the merits of both the Bayesian and the Dempster-

Shafer techniques and avoids their shortcomings [39]. In a distributed multi-sensor system 

with N sensors (see Fig. 4.1), let Z be the observation (data) space which results in individ

ual local decisions on the sensors. We represent Z as Z = {z_: z = (zi,z2,..,z^),Zi = 0,1,2} 

where 0 implies a "benign observation", 1 implies a "malicious observation" and 2 implies an 

"uncertainty" about the nature of the observation. Also, for each sensor let two hypotheses 

Hi and HQ be considered, where Hi is the hypothesis that the observation is malicious and 

HQ is the hypothesis that the observation is benign. Each local sensor observation results in 

Decision Di therefore represents an indecision about the true nature of the hypothesis. 
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Local sensor/detector observations 
result in local decisions 

Using GEP theory, fused decision at 

fusion center is determined from 

local detector decisions 

Transformation from local detector observations 

to fused decision at fusion center 

-D=g(Z) 

F i g u r e 4 . 1 : Transformation from N local detector observations to a fused decision. JV = 5. 

a local sensor decision (see Fig. 4.1). Hence, the vector of observations z_ results in a vector 

of local decisions {d : d = (d\,d2,~,dN),di = 0,1,2}, where 0, 1, and 2 are the individual 

local decisions which correspond to the propositions "HQ is true", ilH\ is true" and "Ho 

or H\ is true" (i.e. an indecision). Using the GEP theory, the local sensor decisions are 

combined at a fusion center to arrive at a fused decision that minimizes a cummulative risk 

function. As depicted in Fig. 4.1, let g(Z) be the transformation from the observation space 

Z into the fused decision space D = {D = f(d) : d = (di,d2,--,dN),di = 0,1,2} such that, 

D = 5(Z), D = {0,1,2} and D = 0, l ,2 (4.3) 

where D = 0,1,2 are the fused decisions that "Ho is true", UH\ is true" and "HQ or H\ is 

true" respectively. 

In practical worm detection systems, distributed detectors in a network can make observa

tions of malicious intrusions in the network and report their individual decisions to a central 

processor (such as a gateway router). The transformation g(Z) corresponds to the function 

of a correlation algorithm running on the gateway router that takes as input the individual 

local decisions of the detectors and outputs a fused decision. 
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Following the GEP theory [72] [73], let Cab be the cost associated with a fused decision a 

(that is in set D at the fusion center) when hypothesis Hi, is true, where 0 < Cab < 1. 

We assume that there is no penalty for a correct fused decision, hence the associated cost 

for a correct decision is zero (i.e. Coo = Cn = 0). We now determine the decision rules 

which ensure the fused decision (4.3) made at the fusion center minimizes the cummulative 

decision risk R. As shown in [72] the cummulative risk R can be expressed as: 

R = Y Y CabP(Hb) f dP{d\Hb); b = 0,1 and a = 0,1,2 (4.4) 
V b JlD=a 

where D = 0,1,2 are the fused decisions that "Ho is true", "H\ is true" and "HQ or H\ is 

true" respectively which occupy the fused decision space. Solving, 

R = f [P(Ho)C00dP(d\H0) + P(#i)C0i<iP(<i|tfi)] 
JD=O 

+ f [P(H0)C10dP(d\H0) + P(fTi)CiidP(d|ffi)] 

+ f [P(H0)C2odP(d\H0) + P(#i)C2 idP(d|ffi)] 
JT>=2 

R is minimized if the fusion decision rule assigns D (the fused decision) to a region (D = 0, 

D = 1 or D = 2) that results in the least integrand under the three integrals. Since d is a 

vector with discrete components, we can write the fusion decision rules as follows: 

D = I or D=2 
P(H0)CooP(d\H0) + P{H{)CoiP{d\Hi) % P(H0)CmP(d\H0) + PiHjCuPidlHi) 

D=o or D=2 

D=2 or D = l 
P(H0)C00P(d\H0) + P(i7i)CoiP(d|tfi) ^ P(HQ)C2oP(d\H0) + P(ffi)C2iP(d|fTi) 

D=0 Or D = l 

D=i or D=o 
P(Ho)C2oP(d\H0) + P(# i )C 2 iP(d | f l i ) ^ P(H0)Cl0P(d\HQ) + PiH^CnP^Hi) 

D=2 Or D=0 
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where, 

dx 

implies that decision dx is made if L > R, otherwise decision dy is made. 

Dividing both sides by P(d\Hn) and defining A(d) = pbL-1! the decision rules become: 

D=i or D=2 p(Hn) 
[ C o i - C n ] A ( d ) ^ - ^ ( [ d o - C o o ] 

D=0 Or D=2 -r(.-"lj 

D=2 Or D=l P(Hn) 
[ C 0 i - C 2 1 ] A ( d ) % - ^ ( [ C 7 2 o - C o o ] 

D=O or D = I P\Hi) 

D=i or D=o P(Hn) 

D=2 or D=0 ^(,-niJ 

Solving, 

A (« ) < p(Tr x77~ (4-5) 
D=O or D=2 ^(.-"U ^01 

D=2 or D=i P(Hn) Con 
Md) % ° °2° (4.6) 

D=0 Or D=l "(•"!) ^01 — ^21 

D=l or D=0 p(H0) C10 - C; 20 
Md) Z ' ~" "x" ^zu (4.7) 

D=2 Or D=0 21 

According to equation (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), the fusion decision rules depend on the values of 

the Cai, costs and a priori probabilities P{H\) and P{HQ) of the two hypotheses, H\ and HQ 

respectively. We assume that the a priori probabilities are known and we are interested in 

estimating A(d). 
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For malicious worm detection, Cio and CQ\ are the costs associated with a decision that 

results in a false positive and a false negative respectively. For worm detection systems 

without a bias for false positives or false negatives, cost values Cio = Coi is appropriate to 

ensure the same penalty for decisions that result in either false positives or false negatives. 

Equation (4.5), (4.6), (4.7) also show that the GEP framework can make use of the a priori 

probabilities of both hypothesis H\ and HQ if they are known. When they are not known, 

we assume that P{H\) = P{HQ) thus nullifying the impact of a priori probabilities on the 

fusion decision rules in (4.5), (4.6), (4.7). Also, note that the GEP decision process breaks 

down to a binary decision process if indecision is not considered. In this case, only the 

decision rule (4.5) applies since C21 and C20 become undefined. 

To illustrate an application of the decision rules, we consider different possible cases as was 

done in [72]. We assume a priori probabilities of both hypothesis H\ and HQ are unknown, 

hence -P(-ffi) = P(HQ), and that the cost of an incorrect decision is greater than the cost 

associated with an indecision (i.e. Cio > C20, Cn > C21). 

Decide D=1 

(4-7) 

Decide D=2 

(4.5) 

Decide D=2 

(4.6) 

Decide D=0 

x 

F i g u r e 4 . 2 : Case 1: The indecision region lies between the two definite decision regions. 
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F i g u r e 4 .3 : Case 2: The indecision region is completely eliminated. 

< 

1. 

1or2 

Oor 1 

0or2 

1 or 2 

1°/° 0or2 

Do not decide D=0 

Decide D=1 

Decide D=0 

Do not decide D=1 

(4.6) 

(4.5) 

(4.7) 

F i g u r e 4.4: Case 3: The definite decision regions lies between two indecision regions. 

Case 1: C00 = Cu = 0, Cw > 2 * C2 0 , CQl > 2 * C21 

Let Cio = Cox = 1, C20 = C2i = | . Hence, g ^ = 1, ^ ^ ^ ^ = 0.5, and ^ ^ = 2. 

Equation (4.5), (4.6), (4.7) are used to generate the partition in Fig. 4.2. In this case, 

Fig. 4.2 shows that the indecision region lies between the two definite decision regions. This 

case is applicable to practical detection systems that are not always capable of providing 
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evidence to support definite decisions, hence the option of indecision is provided. 

Case 2: Coo — C n = 0, C\o = 2 * 6*20? C01 = 2 * C2i 

Let C10 = C01 = 1, C20 = C21 - 0.5. Hence, g ^ = ^ f e = Ql^2£L = 1. All three 

thresholds have the same values and the indecision region is non-existent as shown in Fig. 4.3. 

In this case the decision process corresponds to a standard binary decision process. This case 

is applicable if the detection system is capable of always providing hard evidence sufficient 

to support a decision or if the system is not capable of dealing with indecision. 

Case 3: C00 = C11 = 0, C10 < 2 * C2 0 , C0i < 2 * C2\ 

Let C10 = C01 = 1, C20 = C21 = §. Hence, § £ = 1, c £ ^ = 2, and ^ p * = 0.5. In this 

case, Fig. 4.4 shows that the two definite decision regions lie between two indecision regions, 

an exact opposite of Case 1. Case 3 represents a detection system that exhibits a standard 

binary decision process within a likelihood ratio bound (in this case 0.5 < A(x) < 2). Beyond 

the bound, the detection system is incapable of making a definite decision. 

Practical detection systems are more suited to Case 1 and Case 2. 
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Chapter 5 

EDANC Detection Technique for Fast 

Scanning Worms 

5.1 Introduction 

Anomaly-based intrusion detection has emerged as a mechanism for defending against ad

vanced malicious intrusions that are either previously unknown or are capable of bypassing 

traditional signature-based detection schemes [32] [44]. Anomaly-based Intrusion Detection 

Systems (AIDS) can be classified as network AIDS or host AIDS depending on where the 

anomalous behavior is detected. Network AIDS infer suspicious activity in a network by 

detecting anomalous network traffic patterns [79] [10] and trends [84]. While this approach 

can effectively detect fast spreading worms under favorable conditions, it cannot reliably 

detect malicious intrusions that do not cause anomalous network traffic patterns [21]. Host-

based AIDS have been more successful at detecting malicious worm intrusions irrespective of 

scanning behavior of worms since a detection alert is generated when an intrusion attempts 
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to alter the standard state * of the endpoint. Typically, such attempts are in the form of 

anomalous system calls [51] or unauthorized intrusions which cause the host AIDS to trig

ger an alert. This aligns with the argument in [21] that since end hosts running vulnerable 

software are the targets of malicious code attacks, they ought to be the point of detection. 

Recent work [21] [2] [5] and vendor implementations [68] have recorded success in using 

host AIDS for detecting unauthorized intrusions. Host AIDS are capable of leveraging large 

amounts of detailed context about applications and system behavior to effectively detect 

anomalous host behaviors [64]. The technique adopted in [21] shows that with properly 

instrumented detection software, host-based intrusion detection is effective and capable of 

eliminating false positives. 

In this chapter, use of the Generalized Evidence Processing (GEP) theory, a multi-sensor 

data fusion technique, for combining intrusion detection evidence provided by distributed 

host-based intrusion detectors [72] [73] is introduced. There has been previous attempts 

to use two major evidence combining theories for intrusion detection - the Bayesian theory 

and the Dempster-Shafer theory [47] [63]. Proponents of the Bayesian theory criticize the 

Dempster-Shafer theory for lack of rigorousness in the axiomatic definition of evidence and 

the inability to use a priori probabilities when they are known [72] [39]. Also, the Dempster-

Shafer theory does not natively offer a decision logic to facilitate arriving at a fused decision 

even though it provides evidence supporting the hypotheses or propositions being considered 

[39]. On the other hand, proponents of the Dempster-Shafer theory criticize the Bayesian 

theory for lack of flexibility when it comes to fuzzy decisions where the evidence might not 

support hard decisions, difficulty in defining a priori probabilities and likelihood functions, 

as well as the mutual exclusivity requirement for competing hypotheses [63] [31]. The GEP 

theory unifies both theories in a generalized framework and combines their advantages [72] 

[31]. With GEP, the evidence collected by the host detectors determines the probability 

mass associated with a decision under a hypothesis. The probability mass assignments may 

* Pre-defined standard states of endpoints are typically determined by established security policies and stan
dards. 
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be based on the Bayesian likelihood function or correspond to the belief functions used in 

the Dempster- Shafer evidential theory. The probability mass assignments associated with 

each host detector decision is combined at a fusion center to arrive at an improved fused 

decision by minimizing a decision risk function. 

This thesis proposes the EDANC scheme which uses host-based anomaly intrusion detectors 

as sensors in a target cell (or network segment) and runs a GEP-based correlation algorithm 

on their gateway router, which acts as a fusion center to achieve an improved detection 

decision. Based on that decision, the gateway router communicates with other routers in 

the network to achieve collaborative worm containment in the network. With the EDANC 

scheme, the host detectors do not participate in normal traffic transactions but function 

solely as anomaly detectors in the target cell. Their role is to make local decisions (malicious 

or benign) concerning detected intrusions and communicate that decision to their gateway 

router. There is evidence of the effectiveness of host-based anomaly detection techniques in 

detecting unauthorized and malicious host intrusions with minimal false alarms [21] [36]. The 

EDANC technique is unique because it leverages probabilistic evidence and local decisions 

from distributed host-based anomaly detectors about unauthorized intrusions, as well as 

an optimized correlation of the local decisions and evidence based on the GEP theory to 

achieve network-based collaborative containment of fast spreading worms. Though the GEP 

theory can be generalized to cover detector indecision, the implementation of our proposed 

EDANC detection scheme does not consider indecision in this thesis. We focus on detectors 

that are capable of making decisions and leave detector indecision for future work. 

The main contributions in this chapter are: 

f We propose the EDANC scheme which uses an optimized intrusion detection technique 

based on the Generalized Evidence Processing (GEP) theory. The GEP theory is a 

sensor integration and decision level data fusion technique known to have advantages 

over the two major evidence combining theories that have dominated the field of 
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Target Network-C 

Cell within target network 

Direction of malicious 
traffic flow 

F i g u r e 5 . 1 : Typical worm attack on multiple networks 

distributed evidence processing - the Bayesian theory and the Dempster-Shafer theory. 

f We present an analysis of EDANC detection interval for a fast scanning worm. 

f Experimenting on a live test-bed we evaluate the EDANC scheme and show that the 

results obtained concur with analytical results. The experiments also show that our 

GEP-based EDANC detection technique is a viable intrusion detection technique and 

exhibits much better accuracy than the use of a single host detector for detection. 

5.2 The EDANC Scheme 

Fig. 5.1 depicts a typical attack scenario in which single or multiple attackers in Network-

1 and Network-2 launch fast scanning worm attacks on several enterprise networks (Tar

get Network-A, Target Network-B, Target Network-C, Target Network-D). Typically, well-

designed enterprise networks are logically subdivided into cells or network zones as shown 

in Fig. 5.1. 
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5.2.1 Detection Technique 

The EDANC scheme uses host based anomaly detection software running on detector end-

points (DEs) for detecting malicious intrusions into the network. In a large enterprise 

network, a number of DEs located within distributed cells detect and respond to intrusion 

attempts targeted at the cells. Individual DEs are capable of performing real-time moni

toring and recording of profiles of all network traffic originated from outside their cell and 

targeted at the DEs. We define a profile as a 4-tuple consisting of srcIP, dstport, proto, 

payload. srcIP is the source IP address in the IP header of packets captured by the DE, 

dstport is the target port, proto is the transport layer protocol used, and payload is the 

signature of the exploit in the payload of the IP packet. When the host AIDS t running 

on a detector endpoint (DE) detects an unauthorized intrusion associated with a particular 

traffic flow the following occurs: 

1. The DE immediately starts real-time recording of profiles of all network traffic origi

nated from outside its cell and targeted at the DE for a pre-set capture interval. The 

DE capture interval is the fast worm detection window with duration tf. 

2. The DE also immediately sends an alert to other participating DEs within the cell. 

DEs communicate only with other DEs. 

3. When the alert is received, the DEs within the target cell also start real-time recording 

of profiles for all network traffic originated from outside their cell and targeted at the 

DEs for the pre-set capture interval. 

4. For each traffic profile i detected in the target cell by a DE, two hypotheses H\ and 

HQ are considered, where H\ is the hypothesis that the traffic profile i is malicious and 

HQ is the hypothesis that the traffic profile i is benign. For the profile i, let dl
q be the 

individual local decision by the qth DE based on observed intrusion attempts. dl
q = 1 if 

* Emulated using a detector agent (DA) that constantly monitored the directory structure and directory 
content on the DE as well as the file transfer logs on the DE. 
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Hi is decided and dl
q = 0 if Ho is decided. We assume the anomaly detection software 

running on a DE is capable of making such a decision. For this work, we considered a 

binary local detection outcome which did not include indecision. However, the GEP 

theory is capable of dealing with indecision as explained earlier. 

5. At the end of the detection window, the DEs in the cell transfer their records and local 

decisions to their upstream gateway router and continue monitoring for unauthorized 

intrusions. For a target cell with m DEs, let $ = (d\,^..,d^n.) be the vector of 

individual DE decisions on traffic profile i. 

The fundamental role of the DEs is to make independent local decisions (malicious or benign) 

concerning detected intrusions and communicate that decision to their gateway router. 

5.2.2 Correlat ion Technique 

The upstream gateway router receives the records and local decisions transfered from the 

DEs in the target cell. The gateway router runs a correlation engine based on the Gen

eralized Evidence Processing (GEP) theory data fusion technique to determine the traffic 

profile(s) associated with the detected malicious or unauthorized intrusion(s). Multiple cor

relation processes can run on the gateway router simultaneously. 

5.2.2.1 Correlation Engine (based on GEP Theory) 

At the gateway router, we are interested in using collected DE local decisions and records in 

making an optimized fused decision which minimizes the cummulative decision risk of making 

a decision. For each traffic profile i with associated records and local decisions received from 

the DEs, two hypotheses Hi and Ho are considered at the gateway router, where Hi is the 
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hypothesis that the traffic profile i is malicious and Ho is the hypothesis that the traffic profile 

i is benign. In general, the a priori probabilities of the two hypothesis Pi{H\) and Pi(Ho) 

can be estimated using historical data or experience. However, without loss of generality, we 

assume that Pi(Hi) and P^HQ) for each profile i are the same. Hence, the GEP optimized 

decision criteria at the fusion centre (the gateway router) which minimizes the cummulative 

decision risk can be expressed using the following likelihood ratio rule (derived from (4.5)): 

P(cF\H0) D=O Coi 

where C\Q and Cbi are the costs of a decision that results in a false positive and a false 

negative respectively. Using notations derived in Section 4.1.3, D = 1 is the fused decision 

that traffic profile i is a malicious traffic profile while D = 0 is the fused decision that traffic 

profile i is a benign traffic profile. The choice of Cio and Coi is system design driven and has 

an impact on the behavior of our algorithm as we show in our experiments. Since the goal 

of our EDANC technique is to automatically detect fast malicious intrusions and generate a 

response, we consider false positives more severe than false negatives because false positives 

are likely to cause self-inflicted service disruptions which will degrade network reliability. 

Therefore, a 7 = ^ value of 2.0 was used in our experiments with fast worm detection to 

ensure that a greater cost or penalty was associated with a decision that results in a false 

positive than a decision that results in a false negative. Previous works on worm detection 

and containment have made similar assumptions concerning fast worms and false positives 

[77]. 

In our implementation we do not consider indecision, hence the GEP decision process breaks 

down to a binary decision process. Though the GEP theory framework can support inde

cision, we reserve that for future work and focus on fused decisions that are definite. This 

corresponds to Case 2 in Section 4.1.3. 

To express (5.1) in more practical terms, let paq denote the detection probability and pfq de-
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With probability Pd make a 
local decision that supports 
hypothesis Hi and send 
alert with local decision dm= 1 
to gateway router 

Else, with probabilityl—pd 

make a local decision that 
hypothesis//0 is correct and 
send alert with local decision 

dm=0 to gateway router 

F i g u r e 5.2: Implementation of host detection of malicious intrusion on the mth DE. 

note the false detection probability of the qth individual detector. Both pdq and pfq depend 

on the quality of the detector. In our implementation, the DEs are homogeneous * since all 

DEs are assumed to run the same anomaly host-based intrusion detection software, hence 

Pdq = Pd and pfq = pf, for all q. Also, pd > Pf- See Table 5.1 for the relationship between 

Hi, Ho and pd, pf for each individual detector. Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 show block diagrams 

of our implementation of host detection and alerting. 

Table 5.1: Relationship between Hi, Ho and pd, pf for individual detectors 

True Nature Local detector decision 

Hi Ho 
Hi Pd 1 - Pd 
Hp pi 1 -pf 

For a particular profile i, let m^ be the total number of detectors in the target cell with 

observations of profile i and Uj be the total number of such detectors with individual local 

decisions which favor Hi. If we assume the observations on individual DEs are conditionally 

*The implementation can be modified to use heterogeneous DEs with different Pd and pf values. 
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F i g u r e 5 . 3 : Implementation of host detection of benign intrusion on the mth DE. 

Table 5.2: Parameters for GEP-based correlation algorithm 

Notation 
Pm 
Pdq 

Pfq 

dl 
<f 
A(jf) 

7 
Cab 
mi 
Ui 

Vi 

Explanation 
Combined probability of positive detection for traffic profile i 
Detection probability for the qth individual detector 
False detection probability for the qth individual detector 
Individual local binary decision by the qth DE on intrusion attempts due to profile i 
Vector of local host decisions concerning profile i 
GEP likelihood ratio for optimized fused decision concerning profile i 
GEP likelihood ratio threshold, also equivalent to ^iLa-
Cost or penalty associated with a detector decision o when the true hypothesis is Hi 
Total number of detectors with observations of profile i 
Total number of detectors with observations of profile i and that favor Hi 
Number of detectors which favor Hi required to minimally satisfy A(<f) > 7 

independent given hypotheses Hi and Ho, then according to GEP, the conditional proba

bilities at the gateway router are: 

p(<r\H1)=P»<*(i-pd)
m*-»< 

P(J\H0) = puf * (1 - Pf)
mi-Ui 
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Hence, the likelihood ratio test in (5.1) is equivalent to, 

U ' P(g\H„) \vi) \l-PlJ DIOCOI ' k ' 

Based on computation of A(<f), the likelihood ratio test in (5.2) determines whether the 

correlation algorithm considers traffic profile i as a malicious traffic profile (i.e. D = 1) or 

a benign traffic profile (i.e. D = 0). 

5.2.2.2 Algorithm for handling multiple malicious attacks 

When multiple simultaneous malicious fast worm attacks occur and are detected using the 

correlation algorithm, there is a need to determine how to respond to the multiple attacks. 

Our proposed approach involves computing the combined probability of detection, Poi for 

each profile i determined to be malicious using the likelihood ratio test in (5.2). P^i for 

each detected traffic profile i is computed using the following expressions (see Table 5.2 for 

description of notations): 

PDi=P(A(di)>j\Hl) (5.3) 

For given pf and Pd values on the host detectors, if we let Vi be the minimum number of 

detectors which favor Hi required to satisfy the condition A(tf) > 7 (determined using 5.2), 

then Poi denned in (5.3) can be expressed as: 

Ui-.Ui>Vi ^ %' 

Containment action for the multiple malicious traffic profiles is triggered in a sequence 

ordered by the value of Poi for the different profiles. Containment for profile u is triggered 

before that of profile v if, 

PDU > PDV (5.4) 
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F i g u r e 5.4: Distributed collaborative containment strategy 

5.2.3 Containment Technique 

The EDANC containment technique is based on a distributed defense scheme which uses a 

reactive blocking protocol (explained later in better detail) running on gateway routers to 

achieve collaborative containment. Using the detection and correlation technique explained 

above, the gateway router attached to the target cell under malicious attack identifies the 

malicious traffic profile(s) and triggers a containment action. First, the gateway router 

attached to the target cell (in Fig. 5.4, Cell-1 is the target cell and GR-1 is the attached 

gateway router) executes a reactive block § against the traffic profile(s) identified as malicious 

by automatically applying router filters against ingress connections that match the profile (s). 

The gateway router of the target cell (GR-1 in Fig. 5.4) then originates a block notification 

message to its neighbor routers (GR-2, GR-3 and GR-8 in Fig. 5.4) which informs them of 

the blocked profile(s). With the EDANC containment technique, all gateway routers run 

the reactive blocking protocol when a block notification message is received. The reactive 

blocking protocol that runs on the gateway routers determine how the routers respond to 

Reactive blocking, blocking and filtering are used interchangeably to describe the gateway router's contain
ment action. 
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a block notification message. We describe the reactive blocking protocol below using the 

following processes. 

5.2.3.1 Filtering process 

The reactive blocking protocol starts by creating a router filter on the neighbor gateway 

router that receives the block notification message (in this case GR-2, GR-3 and GR-8 in 

Fig. 5.4 are the neighbor gateway routers of GR-1). The filter blocks ingress traffic that 

match the profile(s) contained in the block notification message from entering all cells or 

subnets existing on the neighbor gateway router. 

5.2.3.2 Monitoring process 

With the filter still applied, the neighbor router carries out real-time monitoring and record

ing of the number of hits on the filter caused by the blocked profile (s) for a time interval 

equivalent to x seconds to verify actual existence of the suspected malicious worm activity. 

In our experiments, a tractable value was chosen for parameter x based on experience. After 

x seconds the algorithm computes a probing rate, Ri for each blocked profile i: 

number of hits on filter by profile i 
Ri = 

x 

It then carries out the following conditional loop with chosen parameter w. Similar to x, a 

tractable value was chosen for parameter w based on experience with our experiments. 
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If (.Ri > w) 

i 

then profile i is associated with a worm attack; 

transition to the Notification process; 

} 

If {Ri < w) 

{ 

then profile i is not associated with a worm attack; 

transition to Unblocking process; 

} 

5.2.3.3 Notification process 

During this process, the neighbor router notifies its own neighbor routers of the suspicious 

profile by sending a block notification message to them. This also triggers the reactive 

blocking protocol on the new neighbor gateway routers. Note that a block notification 

message is not sent back the path it was earlier received on. This ensures that a gateway 

router that originates a block notification message does not receive the same message from 

its neighbors. As an example, in Fig. 5.4, GR-2 which received an initial block notification 

message from GR-1 will send a block notification message to GR-4 and GR-5 but will not 

send the message back to GR-1. 

5.2.3.4 Unblocking process 

In this state the filter is removed from the neighbor router to prevent a denial of service on 

non-malicious traffic. 
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Fast spreading malicious worms are known to exhibit probing rates in the order of tens 

of thousands probes/second. In the event of a fast spreading worm attack, the reactive 

blocking protocol on most gateway routers will get to run the Notification process if x and 

w parameters are properly chosen. In that scenario, all enterprise routers quickly become 

aware of the suspicious profile(s) and establish filters against ingress traffic that match the 

profile(s) thus achieving enterprise-wide fast and automated containment. 

5.3 Detection Interval Analysis 

For a particular malicious worm traffic with profile i, detection interval, to,i is the interval 

between the time the worm scan first hits a target cell and the time the worm is positively 

detected in the target cell. As explained in Section 5.2.2, for given pf and p,i values on the 

host detectors, a minimum of Vi DEs in the target cell must make a positive detection of the 

malicious intrusion to satisfy the condition A(x;) > 7 for the GEP optimized fused decision 

D = 1 to be made. Hence, the detection interval, tpj is the interval between the time the 

worm scan first hits a target cell and the time a minimum of V{ DEs in the target cell make a 

positive detection of the malicious intrusion. The detection interval, to,i comprises the total 

inter-infection interval, tv,i and the total time to infect, <m/ect,i for the particular malicious 

traffic with profile i (i.e. tu,i = ty,i + ^m/ect,?)- These parameters will be explained in the 

following sections. We also show in Section 5.3.2 that since <m/ect,i is negligible for fast 

scanning worms, to,i ~ ty,i-
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5.3.1 Total inter-infection interval, ty,i 

Inter-infection interval is the time interval between successive hits experienced by hosts in 

a target cell as a result of worm scans. The total inter-infection interval, ty,i is the sum of 

time intervals between successive worm scans of the DEs in the target cell until a minimum 

of Vi DEs in the target cell make a positive detection of intrusion. 

We model scanning of hosts in the target cell by a Poisson process with an average rate of r 

hosts/second (h/s). Use of the Poisson distribution to model random scanning behavior of 

malicious worms is not uncommon. Authors in [55] [35] used the Poisson process to model the 

behavior of random scanning worms. Using the Poisson model, the inter-infection interval 

between hosts is therefore an exponential random variable with mean £ and the total inter-

infection interval, ty,i is the sum of inter-infection intervals until at least Vi DEs in the target 

cell make a positive detection. Two network scenarios are possible: 

1. The total number of hosts in the target cell is W and the number of detectors (DEs) 

in the target cell is m, where m < W. 

2. All hosts on the target cell function as detectors, hence m = W. 

5.3.1.1 Scenario 1: m < W 

In this scenario, we assume that there are a total of W hosts in the target cell comprising 

m DEs and therefore W — m non-detectors (non-DEs) ^, and that ki hosts (comprising DEs 

and non-DEs) in the target cell are scanned by the intrusion traffic with profile i before 

the condition for detection is met (i.e A(XJ) > 7). Then, the minimum total inter-infection 

m > Vi 
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interval, tvmin,i " will be an Erlang-fcj random variable with mean f̂. But, 

ki = vi + Zi Vi<m 

where Zj is the number of non-DEs that were scanned before a positive detection decision 

is made, zi is a random variable with values that range between 0 and W — m. Since zi 

can have values between 0 and W — m with equal probability, we can assume z\ follows a 

uniform distribution, z% ~ U(0, W — m). Hence, 

^[*Vmin,i] = ^[—J = E[ ] = Vi < m (5.5) 

5.3.1.2 Scenario 2: m = W 

In this scenario, we assume that the number of detectors, m in the target cell is equivalent 

to the total number of hosts W in the target cell and that ki hosts (comprising only DEs) 

in the target cell are scanned by the intrusion traffic with profile i before the condition for 

detection is met. Then ki = V{. The minimum total inter-infection interval, tvmin,i 1S a^so 

an Erlang-u, random variable with mean ^-. 

Since both vi and r are constants, 

E[tVmin,i} = # [ - ] = - (5.6) 
r r 

tvmin,i is the minimum total inter-infection interval which occurs when hosts in the target cell are scanned 
only once in a single worm attack instance. Multiple host scans by a particular malicious worm will result 
in greater total inter-infection interval for the worm. 
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F i g u r e 5 . 5 : Average detection interval using (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7). W = 254, vt = 20. 

5.3.2 Total t ime to infect, Unfect,i 

This is the time interval it takes to scan and infect a vulnerable host in the target cell. 

This time is largely dependent on the nature of the intrusion attack and the vulnerability 

being exploited on the endpoint. For analysis, we assume that Unfectti is negligible for fast 

spreading worms. Therefore, 

tDmin,i ~ •CJ[tVmin,i\ ("• ' , / 

where tDmin,i is the minimum average detection interval for profile i. 

Using simulations, Fig. 5.5 was generated using (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7). Fig. 5.5 shows that 

using our technique i.Dmin,i decreases progressively with increase in worm scanning rate, and 

intrusion attacks of over 15h/s are detectable within 13 seconds after starting the attack. 

Detection interval is even less (under 8 seconds) if m = W. 
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F i g u r e 5.6: Test-bed used for experimentation 

5.4 Experimentation 

5.4.1 Description of test-bed setup 

Fig. 5.6 shows the topology of our live testbed which will be described in more detail in 

this section. Worm attacks are sourced from Network-1 and Network-2 and targeted at 

vulnerable hosts in Network-A, Network-B, Network-C and Network-D. Detector endpoints 

(DEs) that run the EDANC detection algorithm are located within the target cells and 

communicate with their gateway router (GR-1 and GR-2). The gateway router runs our 

GEP-based correlation algorithm. 

To evaluate the functionality and performance of the EDANC detection technique on a live 

testbed, we emulated scanning worm attacks using a modified blaster worm source code [52]. 

To emulate multiple malicious attacks, the source code was used to instrument two worms 

that performed two different actions on the target hosts. The first, worm-1 was instrumented 

to create a directory named /root/infected-1 on the target host and copy a file named 
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malicious-1 into that directory over TCP port 888. The second, worm-2 was instrumented 

to create a directory named /root/infected-2 on the target host and copy a file named 

malicious-2 into that directory over UDP port 999. Hosts in Network-1 and Network-2 were 

used to launch worm-1 and worm-2 attacks respectively on hosts in the target networks 

(Network A, Network B, Network C, and Network D). We used OpenVZ virtualization ** [69] 

to create the required vulnerable host population in the target networks. Upto 128 virtual 

hosts per workstation were created on a number of Linux workstations running OpenVZ 

kernel-2.6.22 to emulate a class C network population in each target network. Scanning 

rates of upto 70 hosts per second (h/s) were generated from a single worm-1 or worm-2 

attack instance. In comparison, the Code Red worm [49] infected 359000 hosts in less than 

14 hours, equivalent to an average infection rate in the order of 7.1h/s. The Witty worm [62] 

infected 110 hosts in the first 10 seconds, equivalent to an average infection rate of about 

l l h / s while the Slammer worm [48] infected more than 75,000 hosts within 10 minutes, 

equivalent to an average infection rate of over 125h/s. 

For our test, host-based anomaly detection on the DEs was emulated using a detector agent 

(DA) tt that constantly monitored the directory structure and directory content on the DE 

as well as the file transfer logs on the DE. The detector agent generates an alert when a 

file named malicious-1 or malicious-2 is transfered into a directory named /root/infected-1 

or /root/infected-2 respectively on the DE. In our implementation, a snort-based IDS was 

used for real-time recording of incoming packets on the DE in combination with a detector 

agent created using Linux scripts *$. Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 in Section 5.2.2.1 show our 

implementation of host detection and alerting. As explained in Section 5.2.2.1, a 7 = ^SL 

value of 2.0 was used in our experiments. All hosts on the target networks functioned 

as detectors, hence m = W (using notations explained in Section 5.3.1). The fast worm 

"OpenVZ is an operating system-level virtualization technology based on the Linux kernel and operating 
system. 

^Combination of Linux scripts and Snort-based IDS. 
^Note that our emulation of host-based detection with detector agents and snort-based real-time logging was 

only used to demonstrate the EDANC scheme. Other host Anomaly Intrusion Detection System (AIDS) 
software such as Thirdbrigade's host AIDS, Cisco's Security Agent and Tripwire's host AIDS can be used 
for host-based detection in enterprise deployment of the EDANC scheme. 
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detection window parameter, tf on the detectors was set to 20 seconds. 

The purpose of the experiments was to demonstrate how the EDANC detection technique 

can be used for detecting fast propagating worm attacks. It may not be representative of all 

the possible fast worm attack scenarios that exist or may exist on the Internet today. Note 

that the focus of this work is to develop and demonstrate a new technique for combining local 

detector decisions from multiple host detectors with known pj and pf values for improved 

detection, and not to demonstrate the detection capabilities of any particular host detection 

software or tool. 

For data generation and analysis of results we are interested in, each experiment was run 30 

times and the average value as well as a confidence interval based on a 95% confidence level 

was computed. 

5.4.2 Experiment 1: EDANC detection interval 

In this experiment, a single attacking host in Network-1 was used to launch direct attacks 

on hosts in the target networks. The objective of the experiment was to evaluate the 

responsiveness of the EDANC scheme in detecting unauthorized malicious intrusions in a 

target network. The worm scanning rate was varied to investigate its impact on the EDANC 

detection scheme. The probability of detection, pd and the probability of false detection pf 

of the individual detectors were set to 0.99 and 0.01 respectively. Similar values were used 

in [36]. 

Fig. 5.7 shows that average detection interval observed on GR-1 and GR-2 reduces progres

sively with increase in worm scanning rate. These observations concurs with results obtained 

analytically in Section 5.3 (see Fig. 5.5). Fig. 5.7 shows that the EDANC scheme is capa

ble of automatically detecting malicious intrusion attacks with scanning rate of over 15h/s 
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F i g u r e 5 . 7 : Experiment 1: Average detection interval. W = 254, 7 = 2.0, pa = 0.99, pf = 0.01. 

within an average of 8 seconds (with m = W) after starting the attack on a network with 

cells containing 254 hosts. In comparison, simulation results in [50] suggest that an effective 

worm containment should require a reaction time of at least 60 seconds. The responsiveness 

of the EDANC intrusion detection scheme is therefore reasonable. 

5.4.3 Exper iment 2: Effect of varying probabili ty of detection, pd on 

EDANC detection 

We performed this experiment to investigate the impact of varying the probability of de

tection pa of the individual detectors on the GEP-based correlation algorithm and fused 

decision explained in Section 5.2.2.1. A single attacking host in Network-1 was used to 

launch direct attacks on hosts in the target networks at a scanning rate of 20h/s and the 

attack session was stopped when a detection decision was made by the correlation algorithm 

running on GR-1 and GR-2. The probability of false detection, pf of the individual detec

tors was set to 0.01. The number of hosts in a target cell was set to 254. Several sets of 

experiment runs were made, and in each set the value of the probability of detection pd of 

the individual detectors in the target network was modified. Fig. 5.8 shows that a reduction 
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F i g u r e 5 . 8 : Experiment 2: Impact of varying, pd on EDANC detection. W = 254, pf = 0.01. 
Worm scanning rate = 20h/s. 7 = 2.0. 

in pd results in a corresponding increase in the number of positive detectors required to 

meet the conditions for a fused decision D = 1 (i.e. Uj) using the GEP likelihood ratio test 

in (5.2). Positive detectors refer to detectors which favor the Hi hypothesis. This result 

is somewhat intuitive since a reduction in p^, means that the individual detectors are less 

accurate in detecting malicious traffic (see Table 5.1). In this scenario, the correlation al

gorithm therefore required more reports of individual detector local decisions to arrive at 

a fused decision. Conversely, more accurate detectors (with high p,i values) will cause the 

correlation algorithm to require less number of individual detector local decisions to arrive 

at a fused decision. 

5.4.4 Exper iment 3: Effect of varying probabili ty of false detection, pf 

on E D A N C detection 

This experiment was carried out to investigate the impact of varying the probability of false 

detection pj of the individual detectors on the GEP-based correlation algorithm and fused 

decision. Two attacking hosts, one in Network-1 and the other in Network-2 were used to 

launch direct malicious attacks on hosts in the target networks at a scanning rate of 20h/s 
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F i g u r e 5 . 9 : Experiment 3: Impact of varying, py on EDANC detection. W = 254. Worm 
scanning rate = 20h/s, 7 = 2.0, p^ = 0.99. 

and 15h/s respectively. The attack sessions were stopped when a detection decision was 

made by the correlation algorithm running on GR-1 and GR-2. A third host in Network-1 

was used to scan the target networks with benign background traffic at a rate of 15h/s. 

The probability of detection, p,£ of the individual detectors was set to 0.99. Several sets of 

experiment runs were made, and in each set the value of the probability of false detection 

Pf of the individual detectors in the target network was modified. Fig. 5.9 shows that 

changes in the pj parameter for individual detectors does not have significant impact on 

the detection of malicious traffic if the pd parameter for the detectors is fixed. This is 

expected since detection of malicious traffic is dependent on pd but has no dependency on 

Pf (see Table 5.1). For the benign traffic, Fig. 5.9 shows that an increase in pf results in 

a corresponding increase in the likelihood that the benign background traffic will be falsely 

detected as malicious. This is because as pf increases the number of detectors that wrongly 

favor the Hi hypothesis for benign traffic hits increases progressively. Fig. 5.9 shows that 

for pf > 0.55 our GEP algorithm exhibited false detection of benign traffic. 
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F i g u r e 5 . 1 0 : Experiment 4: Impact of 7 = §l& on EDANC detection. W - 254, pd = 0.99, 
pf = 0.01. C1 

5.4.5 Exper iment 4: Effect of varying 7 = ^ on E D A N C detection 

In this experiment, a single attacking host in Network-1 was used to launch direct attacks on 

hosts in the target networks and the attack session was stopped when a detection decision 

was made by the correlation algorithm running on GR-1 and GR-2. The probability of 

detection, pd and the probability of false detection pf of the individual detectors were set to 

0.99 and 0.01 respectively. Similar values were used in [36]. The number of hosts in a target 

cell was set to 254. Several sets of experiment runs were made, and in each set the value of 

7 = ^ was modified. Figure 5.10 shows that an increase in 7 results in a corresponding 

increase in the average number of positive detectors required to meet the conditions for a 

fused decision D = 1 (i.e. V{) using the likelihood ratio test in (5.2). With 7 = 2.0, we 

observed that the number of positive detectors required to meet the conditions for a fused 

decision D = 1 remained an average of 20. In practical deployments with homogeneous 

detectors, security engineers can choose a desirable number of positive detectors required 

for a fused decision and tune Vi to match this chosen number by adjusting 7. 
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5.4.6 Experiment 5: Comparison: Accuracy of EDANC GEP-based de

tection versus single detector detection 

The objective of this experiment was to compare the accuracy of EDANC GEP-based de

tection and single host detector detection using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 

curves. On our test-bed (Fig. 5.6), only attacking hosts from Network-1 and host detectors 

in Network-A were used in this experiment. 

5.4.6.1 Generating ROC curve for EDANC GEP-based detection 

The host detectors in Network-A (254 hosts) and gateway router GR-1 were configured to 

run the GEP algorithm. Two sets of experiments were performed. In the first set, one 

malicious host from Network-1 was used to scan hosts in Network-A with scanning rate 

20h/s. The pf and pd parameters for the detectors in Network-A were varied and for each 

(P/J Pd) P a i r 30 runs of the scan were carried out and fused decisions on the gateway router 

were observed. To generate data for the ROC curve for GEP-based detection, we computed 

the detection rate (i.e. true positive rate) using (5.8) for each (pf, pd) pair used in the 

experiment. 

_ _ . . Number of malicious runs with fused decision, D = 1 
Detection rate = True positive rate = —— : — 

Total number of runs with malicious traffic 

In the second set of experiments, one benign host from Network-1 was used to scan hosts 

in Network-A with scanning rate 20h/s. The pf and Pd parameters for the detectors in the 

target networks were varied using same values as in the first set of experiments. For each 

(pf, pd) pair several runs of the scan were carried out and fused decisions on the gateway 

router were observed. We computed the false positive rate using (5.9) with each (pf, pd) 
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pair. 

_, . Number of benign runs with fused decision, D = 1 . 
False positive rate = —— ——; : — (5.9) 

Total number of runs with benign traffic 

Using the computed detection rates and false positive rates, the ROC curve for GEP-based 

detection in Fig. 5.11 was generated. Fig. 5.11 also shows the (pf, p&) values used in each 

of the experiment runs. 

5.4.6.2 Generating ROC curve for single host detector detection 

Using only a single host detector in Network-A, the first and second set of experiments as 

described above were performed and the host detector local decisions were observed. Using 

(5.8) and (5.9), the detection rates (i.e. true positive rates) and false positive rates were 

computed and used to generated the ROC curve in Fig. 5.11 for a single host detector 

decision. 

Fig. 5.11 shows the ROC curves for both GEP-based detection and the single host-based 

detection. The ROC curves show that the EDANC GEP-based detection technique results 

in a much more accurate intrusion detection system than the use of a single host-based 

intrusion detector. 

5.4.7 Experiment 6: Multiple concurrent worm attacks 

In this experiment, single attacking hosts from different networks (Network-1 and Network-2 

in Fig. 5.6) were used to launch different attacks (worm-1 and worm-2 respectively) on hosts 

in the target networks. The single attacking hosts from Network-1 and Network-2 scanned 

the target networks at a scanning rates of 20h/s and 15h/s respectively. Parameter p^ = 0.9 

and pf = 0.01 were configured on the host detectors. We observed that both worms were 
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F i g u r e 5 . 1 1 : Experiment 5: ROC curves for EDANC GEP detection versus single host detec
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F i g u r e 5 . 1 2 : Experiment 6: Combined detection probability, Pm, W = 254, 7 = 2.0, p<j = 0.9, 
Pf = 0.01. 

identified as malicious (i.e. fused decision D = 1) using the GEP likelihood ratio test in (5.2). 

The combined detection probability for worm-1 and worm-2 traffic profiles are captured in 

Fig. 5.12. We observed that though both worms were identified as malicious and selected for 

containment, worm-1 (the faster worm) was blocked first since the combined probability of 

detection (Fig. 5.12) for worm-1 was greater than that of worm-2 (i.e. PDWOTm-i > PDworm-2) 

as explained in (5.4). 
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5.5 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, we developed the Endpoint Detection And Network Containment (EDANC) 

scheme for distributed detection and collaborative defense against fast spreading worms. The 

EDANC detection and correlation engine is based on the Generalized Evidence Processing 

theory, a decision level multi-sensor data fusion technique. With GEP theory, the evidence 

collected by the distributed detectors determines the probability associated with a decision 

under a hypothesis. The probability mass assignment associated with each host detector 

decision is combined to arrive at a improved fused decision by minimizing a decision risk 

function. GEP theory is known to have advantages over the two major evidence combining 

theories that have dominated the field of distributed evidence processing - the Bayesian 

theory and the Dempster-Shafer theory. As far as our literature survey revealed, and to 

the best of our knowledge we were the first in [4] to use the GEP theory as a theoretical 

foundation for intrusion detection of malicious traffic in computer networks. 

We presented an analysis of EDANC detection interval for a fast spreading scanning worm 

and experimented with the EDANC scheme on a live test-bed. Results obtained from exper

imentation concurred with analytical results. The results also validate the functionality of 

the EDANC detection technique for fast scanning malicious worms. Some useful deductions 

from the experimental results include the following: 

1. The EDANC scheme is capable of automatically detecting malicious intrusion attacks 

with scanning rate of over 15h/s within an average of 8 seconds after starting the 

attack on a network with cells (network segments) containing 254 hosts. 

2. A reduction in the probability of detection, p^ of the individual detectors results in a 

corresponding increase in the number of positive detectors required to meet the con

ditions for a fused decision D = 1 (i.e. decision that observed intrusion is malicious). 

We used homogeneous host detectors with same pd and pf values. Though somewhat 
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intuitive, the results showed that with poor detectors (with low pd values) the correla

tion algorithm required more reports of individual detector local decisions to arrive at 

a fused decision. Conversely, more accurate detectors (with higher pd values) caused 

the correlation algorithm to require less number of individual detector local decisions 

to arrive at a fused decision. 

3. Changes in probability of false detection, pf values for individual detectors does not 

have significant impact on the detection of malicious traffic if the pd value for the 

detectors is fixed. This is expected since detection of malicious traffic is dependent on 

Pd but has no dependency on pf (see Table 5.1). However, an increase in pf results in 

a corresponding increase in the likelihood that a benign traffic will be falsely detected 

as malicious. With pf > 0.55 our GEP algorithm exhibited false detection of benign 

traffic. 

4. An increase in 7 = -^- (i.e. ratio of the cost of a false positive decision to the cost of 

a false negative decision) results in a corresponding increase in the number of positive 

detectors required to meet the conditions for a fused decision D = 1. 

5. Generated ROC curves show that the EDANC GEP-based detection technique exhibits 

much better accuracy than the use of a single host detector for detection. 

6. In multiple concurrent malicious attack scenarios, even though all the malicious attack 

profiles are identified as malicious and selected for containment, the profiles are blocked 

(or contained) in a sequence ordered by the combined probability of detection (-PDJ 

computed for the profiles. In our experiments, we observed that the scanning rate of 

a worm had a direct relationship with Pp i computed for that worm profile. The worm 

with a faster scanning rate exhibited a greater Poi and was blocked first. 
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Chapter 6 

Modeling EDANC Collaborative 

Defense 

6.1 Introduction 

Recent advancements in Internet fast worm propagation techniques has generated interest in 

the development of appropriate defense techniques against such worms. Modeling the behav

ior of worm defense techniques to better understand and measure their defense capabilities 

is crucial to developing effective defenses. This chapter presents a discrete-time model for 

the EDANC collaborative network containment technique which we refer to as the Analyt

ical Active Worm Containment (AAWC) model. The EDANC collaborative containment 

technique was explained earlier in Section 5.2.3. The AAWC model captures the protection 

capability of the EDANC technique by modeling the host population protected from fast 

spreading, scanning intrusion attacks such as worms in a large scale network. Analysing the 

model alongside an existing well known discrete-time worm propagation model - the AAWP 

(Analytical Active Worm Propagation) model, we demonstrate quantitatively the effective-
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ness of the EDANC containment technique in defending against fast spreading scanning 

worms. Further, we investigate the introduction of immunization to the EDANC contain

ment technique and show the resultant effect on a vulnerable population under attack using 

the developed model. 

The main contributions in this chapter are: 

f We develop the Analytical Active Worm Containment (AAWC) model, a discrete-time 

model used to model a vulnerable host population protected as a result of EDANC 

collaborative defense in a large scale network. 

f Using the AAWC model we demonstrate quantitatively the collaborative containment 

capability of the EDANC scheme. We define containment of an infectious worm as the 

complete halting of further worm spread. Therefore, when a fast spreading worm is 

contained using the EDANC scheme, significant portions of the vulnerable uninfected 

population are protected from infection. We also evaluate introducing immunization 

to the EDANC collaborative defense. 

6.2 Modeling 

In this section, we develop the Analytical Active Worm Containment (AAWC) model which 

is used to model host population protected as a result of the EDANC collaborative defense 

scheme in a large hierarchical network * as depicted in Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2. In Fig. 6.1 and 

Fig. 6.2 the nodes represent network routers, the level L nodes represent gateway routers 

which contain cells t while level 0 represents the network core routers. Routers upstream 

of level L do not contain cells. When a gateway router implements a blocking filter against 

"The Internet and most well-designed large enterprise networks generally follow a hierarchical architecture 
[7] [42]. 

*End hosts are logically located within a cell and a single gateway router typically contains multiple cells. 
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F i g u r e 6 . 1 : Typical large-scale hierarchical network topology. 

an intrusion traffic, the filter is applied to all cells attached to the gateway router hence 

protecting them from the intrusion traffic. Also, when an upstream router implements a 

blocking filter against an intrusion traffic, all cells contained in gateway routers downstream 

of that upstream router are protected from the intrusion traffic. While we acknowledge that 

our hierarchical network topology is not representative of all real-life production networks, 

it depicts the general topology of a hierarchical network. Authors in [7] [42] emphasized that 

the Internet and most well-designed large enterprise networks generally follow a hierarchical 

architecture. We therefore considered our topology sufficient to demonstrate the protection 

capability of EDANC against large scale fast spreading worm epidemics. 

Table 6.1: Parameters for network topology and AAWC model 

Notat ion 
L 

V 
W 
s 
tr 

t(j) 

s 
M(j) 

Explanation 
number of hierarchical levels in network 
number of nodes that connect to an upstream node 
number of hosts in each cell 
number of W-sized cells that exist on each GR 
time intrusion traffic is released into the network 
time of containment at level j in the hierarchical network 
time interval for notification between routers 
total number of protected hosts after a time interval of t(j) 
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Figure 6.2: Hierarchical network topology used in AAWC modeling. 6=1. 

Considering the random scanning behavior of malicious worms and using (5.5), derived 

earlier in section 5.3.1.1, we develop expressions for the total number of hosts M{j) protected 

as a result of EDANC collaborative containment action carried out by a router at level j 

in an L-level network. Using notations in Table 6.1, it is assumed that y is same for all 

upstream routers, W is same for all cells and s is same for all gateway routers. We realise 

that this assumption might not be applicable to all networks on the Internet, but we consider 

it sufficient to demonstrate the protection capability of EDANC collaborative containment. 

M(j) can therefore be expressed as: 

M{j) = WsyL-j 0<j<L (6.1) 

Let us assume the worm's travel time from source to destination is negligible. This assump

tion is not unrealistic for fast propagating worms. If we also assume that the correlation 

time interval for the GEP theory based correlation engine is negligible *, then the time of 

containment t(j) at any level j in the hierarchical network for an intrusion with traffic profile 

Processing speed of modern gateway routers make this assumption realistic. 
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time (seconds) 

F i g u r e 6 . 3 : Effect of r on protected population M(j). W = 254, m = 128. 

i can be expressed as: 

( U ) -3£s+ <£_,•), (6.2) 

where S is the notification time interval between neighbor routers in the network. Equation 

(6.2) comprises the average detection interval derived earlier in Section 5.3.1.1 and the 

collaborative containment interval based on our hierarchical network topology (Fig. 6.1 and 

Fig. 6.2). Solving for L and substituting in (6.1), we get: 

* u > - ^ 
M{j) = Wsy « 0<j<L (6.3) 

Using (6.3), Fig. 6.3 was generated to show the impact of varying worm scanning rate r 

on M(j). Fig. 6.3 shows that the protected population increases exponentially after the 

initial containment action on the gateway router due to collaborative containment. Also, 

an increase in worm scanning rate causes a faster EDANC defense response, hence a greater 

population is protected within a shorter time interval. 
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6.2.1 EDANC Protection Capability 

Using the AAWC model introduced in the previous section, we define the protection capa

bility of the EDANC scheme in terms of the number of hosts an active worm successfully 

infects before further spread of the worm due to direct scans is completely contained. The 

smaller the number, the more effective the defense scheme is assumed to be. In order to 

quantitatively analyze EDANC protection capability using the AAWC model, it is important 

to first model malicious worm propagation. In this section, we briefly review the Analytical 

Active Worm Propagation (AAWP) model [19], a well known model for worm propagation 

and then adapt the AAWP model to our hierarchical network topology. 

6.2.1.1 Review of the AAWP Model 

Active worms often propagate by first randomly scanning a network, infecting vulnerable 

hosts in the network and then using infected hosts as a vehicle for further scanning and 

spreading. The Analytical Active Worm Propagation (AAWP) model [19] was chosen to 

model worm propagation in our analysis because it more accurately captures the behavior 

of random scanning worms compared to epidemiological models [19]. We explained this in 

better detail in Section 3.1. In addition, it is a discrete time model similar to our AAWC 

model. The AAWP model shows that the number of newly infected hosts in each time 

increment as a result of a random scanning worm attack is determined by parameters such 

as the size of the total population that the worm scans, the total number of vulnerable hosts 

in the population, the scanning rate of the worm, the patching rate, the death rate, and the 

time it takes for the worm to complete infection on a vulnerable host [19]. Using parameters 

in Table 6.2, our implementation of the AAWP model assumes that a worm randomly scans 

a class A network (with 224 — 2 host IP addresses) § and requires one time increment to 

A class A network was chosen because most ISPs and large networks which are typical targets of large scale 
worm attacks have class A IP address blocks. 
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Table 6.2: Parameters for AAWP Model 

N o t a t i o n Exp lana t ion 
H total number of vulnerable machines 

scanning rate (the average number of machines scanned by an infected machine per unit time) 
patching rate (the rate at which an infected or vulnerable machine becomes invulnerable) 
size of hitlist (the number of infected machines at the beginning of the spread of active worms) 
death rate (the rate at which an infection is detected on a machine and eliminated without patching) 
number of infected machines at time tick U 

hi number of vulnerable machines (including infected ones) at time tick U 

infect a vulnerable host. Therefore, the probability that a host is hit by one scan is ^M. If 

at time tick £Q there are no = z infected hosts and ho vulnerable hosts then the effective 

( l - 2 ^ ) n i r newly infected initial scanning rate will be z * r and there will be (h\ —n\) 

hosts on the next time tick, t\. It was shown in [19] that with death rate d and patching 

rate p, the total number of infected hosts ni+\ at a time tick ti+\ can be expressed as: 

ni+\ =n,i + (hi - ni) (1 _ _L_\mr 
v 1 2 2 4 (d + p)rn 

Also, the total number of vulnerable hosts (including infected ones) reduce by a factor of 

(1 — p) after every time tick. Hence, hi+\ = (1 — p)hi and /ij = (1 — p)lho = (1 — p)lH. 

Solving, rtj+i can be expressed as: 

ni+i = (1 - d - p)rii + (l-pYH-m ^ 224 (6.4) 

where i > 0, no = z and ho = H. According to [19], the recursion stops when there are no 

remaining vulnerable hosts or when the worm can no longer increase the total number of 

infected hosts. 

6.2.1.2 AAWP Model in our Hierarchical Network 

We make the following assumptions in adapting the AAWP model to the hierarchical network 

topology. 
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1. The entire host population in target networks are initially vulnerable to the worm 

attack. 

2. Infection on infected hosts are eliminated only by patching. Hence, death rate d = 0. 

3. For analysis, we assume that one time tick is equivalent to one second. 

Using the hierarchical network topology in Fig. 6.2, total number of vulnerable hosts, H in 

the network can be expressed as: 

H = WsyL derived from (6.1) using ,7 = 0 

Substituting for H in (6.4), nj+i can be expressed as: 

m+i = (1 -p)rii + 

In our analysis, we assume that the attacking worm is a fast scanning malicious worm. The 

adapted AAWP model (6.5) is used to model the number of hosts infected as a result of the 

worm attack while the AAWC model (6.3) is used to model the number of hosts protected 

as a result of the EDANC scheme. 

Fig. 6.4 shows that while the AAWP model shows steady growth in infected population with 

time, the AAWC model shows an even greater growth in the number of protected hosts due 

to collaborative containment in the network. A perimeter is created on a gateway router 

or upstream router after a containment action is taken thus preventing further direct scans. 

For a scanning worm attack, successful direct worm scans are stopped when the number 

of protected hosts (modeled using AAWC model) exceed the number of directly scanned 

hosts (modeled using AAWP model), thus preventing further increase in the number of 

hosts infected by direct scans (see Fig. 6.4). Fig. 6.4 shows that this is achievable within 13 

seconds after release of the worm. 

{l-p)i(W8y
L)-ni (I _ _ ) « * » • (6.5) 
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F i g u r e 6 . 4 : AAWC vs. AAWP. z = 30,y = 3,s = 3,L = 6,p = 0,r = 30,<5 = 1. 
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F i g u r e 6 . 5 : Effect of network containment and immunization on infected population, z 
30, y = 3, s = 3, L = 6,p = 0.3, r = 30, <5 = 1. 

6.2.2 EDANC with Immunization 

Immunization by quickly deploying patches on infected hosts has been proposed as an ef

fective defense strategy for worms [86] [8]. Worm defense using EDANC can effectively and 

quickly stop further direct worm scans as shown in Fig. 6.4, but does not address the in

fectious state of hosts infected before complete containment of direct worm attacks. It also 
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does not defend against local scanning within a protected cell that contains an infected host. 

For complete eradication of infection we introduce immunization to the EDANC scheme. 

For this analysis, a non-zero patching rate, p = 0.3 is introduced in the AAWP model (6.5). 

This causes the number of infected hosts TH at time ti to decrease by the patching rate on 

every subsequent time tick. Fig. 6.5 shows that the number of infected hosts in protected 

cells is significantly reduced and tends towards zero as a result of this combined approach 

thus ensuring that hosts infected before complete containment of direct worm attacks do 

not become launching platforms for more attacks within or outside their cells. 

6.3 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, considering the random scanning behavior of malicious worms, we developed 

the Analytical Active Worm Containment (AAWC) model, a discrete-time model used to 

model vulnerable host population protected as a result of the EDANC scheme in a large 

scale network. Using the AAWC model, we demonstrated quantitatively the collaborative 

containment capability of EDANC. For a scanning worm attack, the AAWC model assumes 

that successful direct worm scans are stopped when the number of protected hosts (modeled 

using AAWC model) exceed the number of directly scanned hosts (modeled using the known 

AAWP model [19]), thus preventing further increase in the number of hosts infected by direct 

scans. Our results showed that this is achievable within 13 seconds after release of the worm. 

In addition, it was observed that while network containment of worms can halt further 

worm spread due to direct scans, it does not recover infected hosts nor does it prevent 

local scanning within a protected cell. Immunization by patching was therefore introduced 

to EDANC by introducing a non-zero patching rate to the AAWP model. This combined 

approach caused the number of infected hosts after EDANC defense to decrease by the 

patching rate on every subsequent time tick. Results showed that the number of infected 
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hosts in protected cells was significantly reduced and tended towards zero as a result of 

this combined approach, thus ensuring that hosts infected before EDANC defense did not 

become launching platforms for more attacks within or outside their network cells. 
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Chapter 7 

Integrated Detection using EDANC 

7.1 Introduction 

The propagation speed of fast scanning worms and the stealthy nature of slow scanning 

worms present unique challenges to intrusion detection. Typically, techniques optimized 

for detection of fast scanning worms fail to detect slow scanning worms, and vice versa. 

Typically, malicious traffic flows of varying scanning rates can occur concurrently on com

puter networks, hence there is interest in developing an integrated approach to detecting 

both types of worms. Detection of slow worms is particularly challenging due to the stealthy 

nature of their propagation techniques and their ability to blend with normal traffic patterns. 

In this chapter, we introduce improvements to our earlier proposed EDANC detection tech

nique (presented in Chapter 5) which extend its capabilities to slow worm detection. Using 

the EDANC technique we present an integrated approach for detecting both fast and slow 

scanning malicious worms. The integrated detection approach is also based on the Gen

eralized Evidence Processing (GEP) theory, a multi-sensor data fusion technique [72] [73]. 

With GEP theory, evidence collected by distributed detectors, running host based anomaly 
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detection software determine the probability associated with a detection decision under a 

hypothesis. The probability mass associated with each host detector decision is combined 

in a correlation engine to arrive at an improved fused detection decision by minimizing a 

cummulative decision risk function. 

In practice, malicious traffic flows of different scanning rates can occur concurrently in com

puter networks, and the difficulty in detecting slow scanning worms in particular can be 

exacerbated by interference from other traffic flows scanning at faster rates. The integrated 

detection technique uses a window-based self adapting profiler to filter detected fast scan

ning malicious traffic profiles hence isolating slow scanning malicious traffic profiles in the 

correlation engine. 

The main contributions in this chapter are: 

f We propose an integrated approach to detecting both fast and slow scanning malicious 

worms using the EDANC scheme. 

f Our approach takes into consideration the real possibility that faster propagating 

malicious intrusions can co-exist with slow worms in computer networks, and therefore 

interfere with slow worm detection. 

f We achieve detection of slow malicious worms in the presence of fast scanning worms 

by using a combination of detector decisions from host-based anomaly detectors, a 

window-based adaptive profiler and correlation engines based on the Generalized Ev

idence Processing (GEP) theory. 

f Experimenting on a live test-bed we demonstrate the technique and present results. 
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Target Network-C 

Cell within target network 

Direction of malicious 
traffic flow 

Target Network-A 

F i g u r e 7 . 1 : Typical worm attack on multiple networks 

7.2 Integrated Detection Approach 

Fig. 7.1 depicts a typical attack scenario in which single or multiple attackers in Network-

1 and Network-2 launch scanning worm attacks on several enterprise networks (Target 

Network-A, Target Network-B, Target Network-C, Target Network-D). Typically, well-designed 

enterprise networks are logically subdivided into cells or network zones as shown in Fig. 7.1. 

The detection scheme depends on detector endpoints within distributed cells in a target 

network for detecting intrusion attempts and making local decisions about the traffic flows 

that cause the intrusion attempts. The detector local decisions and captured traffic logs are 

combined at the gateway router (which is the fusion center) of the cells using our improved 

correlation technique to arrive at a fused decision. 
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Table 7 .1 : Detection Parameters 

Notation 
SWj 
FWkj 

ts 

tf 
Zj 

Xkj 

Yj 

dlf„ 
d3

sq 

Explanation 
j t h slow worm detection window 
kth fast worm detection window within SWj 
duration of slow worm detection window 
duration of fast worm detection window 
set of profiles captured by the SWDA during SWj 
worm profiles detected during the FWkj window 
set of profiles forwarded to the slow worm correlation engine (SWCE) 
Individual decision by FWDA on the qth DE on intrusion attempts due to profile i. 
Individual decision by SWDA on the qtn DE on intrusion attempts due to profile j . 

7.2.1 Detect ion Technique 

Our technique uses two instances of detector agents, fast worm detector agent (FWDA) 

and slow worm detector agent (SWDA). Both run simultaneously on detector endpoints 

(DEs) located within distributed cells in the network and are responsible for capturing 

malicious intrusion attempts targeted at the cells. The detector agents run host-based 

anomaly detection software configured to capture intrusion data * when malicious intrusions 

are detected on the detector endpoints. While the SWDA is used for detection of fast and 

slow propagating malicious worms, the FWDA is used for detecting worm intrusions that 

are fast propagating. This is achieved by capturing intrusion data during two different 

detection time window intervals. Table 7.1 and Fig. 7.2 describe some of the detection 

algorithm parameters and notations used in our explanation below. 

7.2.1.1 Intrusion Detection Windows (FWkj, SWj) 

We refer to an epoch that spans a capture interval as a detection window. Two detection 

windows are used in our detection algorithm - the "fast worm detection window" (FWkj) 

and the "slow worm detection window" (SWj). A fast worm detection window refers to an 

epoch of duration tf started as a result of an intrusion attempt detected by a FWDA. A slow 

*As explained earlier in Section 5.4.1, intrusion data includes traffic profiles hits on the DE, transfer logs and 
existence of the transfered file on the DE. 
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LEGEND 

f W - Fast worm detection window 

SW - Slow worm detection window 

FW„ FW„ 

SW 

FWn FW22 FW„ 
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FWl} FW2j FWJJ 

swt 

Time Progression 

F i g u r e 7.2: Series of epochs showing detection windows 

worm detection window refers to a periodic epoch of duration ts which runs continuously 

on each SWDA. Fig. 7.2 shows a snapshot of a series of epochs during which the FWDA 

and SWDA carry out real-time recording of incoming network traffic profiles. Typically, 

ts > tf, hence there could be multiple fast worm detection windows within a single slow 

worm detection window (Fig. 7.2). At the end of a fast worm detection window, all profiles 

recorded by a FWDA running on a DE in the cell are transferred to the first upstream 

gateway router for correlation. After the transfer, the FWDA continues to monitor for fu

ture intrusion attempts. The SWDAs wait until the end of the slow worm detection window 

before transfering captured records to the gateway router. The next slow worm detection 

window is started immediately after the transfer. 

7.2.1.2 Fast Worm Detection 

When a FWDA running on a detector endpoint (DE) detects an unauthorized intrusion 

associated with a particular traffic profile, the following occurs: 
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1. The FWDA immediately starts real-time recording of profiles of all network traffic 

originated from outside its cell and targeted at the DE for a pre-set capture interval. 

The FWDA capture interval corresponds to the fast worm detection window with 

duration tj. 

2. The FWDA also immediately sends an alert to other participating FWDAs within the 

cell. FWDAs communicate only with other FWDAs. 

3. When the alert is received, the FWDAs within the target cell also start real-time 

recording of profiles for all network traffic originated from outside their cell and tar

geted at the DEs for the pre-set capture interval. 

4. For each traffic profile i detected in the target cell by a FWDA, two hypotheses H\ 

and HQ are considered, where H\ is the hypothesis that the traffic profile i is malicious 

and Ho is the hypothesis that the traffic profile i is benign. For the profile i, let d\ be 

the individual local decision by the FWDA on the qth DE based on observed intrusion 

attempts. d\ = 1 if H\ is decided and d\ = 0 if HQ is decided. We assume the 

anomaly detection software running on a FWDA is capable of making such a decision. 

For this work, we considered a binary local detection outcome which did not include 

indecision, though the GEP theory is capable of dealing with indecision as explained 

earlier in Chapter four. For a target cell with m DEs, let d?f = (A1 ,dy2 ' •••>difmi) ^ e 

the vector of individual FWDA decisions on traffic profile i. 

5. At the end of the fast worm detection window, the FWDAs on all DEs in the cell 

transfer their records and local decisions to their upstream gateway router and continue 

monitoring the DEs for unauthorized intrusions. 
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7.2.1.3 Slow Worm Detection 

As mentioned earlier, we assume both SWDA and FWDA use the same anomaly detection 

mechanism, though the SWDA records network traffic profiles for a longer period, ts. The 

SWDAs perform continuous real-time capturing of profiles of all network traffic originated 

from outside their cell and targeted at the DEs in epochs of interval ts which corresponds 

to the slow worm detection window. During a slow worm detection window, the following 

occurs: 

1. For each traffic profile j detected in the target cell by a SWDA, two hypotheses Hi 

and HQ are considered, where H\ is the hypothesis that the traffic profile j is malicious 

and HQ is the hypothesis that the traffic profile j is benign. For the profile j , let dig be 

the individual local decision by the SWDA on the qth DE based on observed intrusion 

attempts. d3
sq = 1 if Hi is decided and d3

sq = 0 if Ho is decided. We assume the 

anomaly detection software running on a SWDA is capable of making such a decision. 

For this work, we considered a binary local detection outcome which did not include 

indecision, though the GEP theory is capable of dealing with indecision as explained 

earlier. For a target cell with m DEs, let d3
s = (d3

sl,d
3

s2,--,d
3

smj) be the vector of 

individual SWDA decisions on traffic profile j . 

2. At the end of a slow worm detection window, the SWDAs on all DEs in the cell 

transfer their records and local decisions to their first upstream gateway router and 

immediately start the next epoch of recording. 

Unlike the FWDAs, the SWDAs do not wait for an alert before capturing intrusion data. 

Intrusion data is captured in periodic slow worm detection windows of duration ts. 
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Table 7.2: Parameters for Integrated GEP-based correlation algorithm 

Notat ion 
Pf 

pa 

Pdo 

p% 
Pdo 

P% 
d)Q 
d3 

D« 
D s 

A(d» 
A(d{) 

^ab 
u a 6 

7/ 

Is 

m{ 
< 
vi 
mSj 

< 
«.? 

Explanation 
Combined probability of detection for traffic profile i on FWCE 
Combined probability of detection for traffic profile j on SWCE 
Detection probability for the FWDA on the qth DE 
False detection probability for the FWDA the qth DE 
Detection probability for the SWDA on the qth DE 
False detection probability for the SWDA the qth DE 
Individual decision by FWDA on the qtn DE on intrusion attempts due to profile i. 
Individual decision by SWDA on the qth DE on intrusion attempts due to profile j . 
Fused decision on FWCE. 
Fused decision on SWCE. 
GEP likelihood ratio for optimized fused decision on FWCE about profile i 

GEP likelihood ratio for optimized fused decision on SWCE about profile j 
Cost associated with a detector decision o when the true hypothesis is Hb on FWCE 
Cost associated with a detector decision a when the true hypothesis is Hb on SWCE 

GEP likelihood ratio threshold on the FWCE, also equivalent to -f- on the FWCE 

GEP likelihood ratio threshold on the SWCE, equivalent to § F on the SWCE 

Total number of FWDAs with observations of profile i 
Total number of FWDAs with observations of profile i and that favor Hi 
Number of FWDAs which favor Hi required to minimally satisfy A ( d / ) > 7 
Total number of SWDAs with observations of profile j 
Total number of SWDAs with observations of profile j and that favor Hi 
Number of SWDAs which favor Hi required to minimally satisfy A(<F$) > 7 

7.2.2 Correlat ion Technique 

The upstream gateway router receives the records and local decisions transfered from the 

FWDAs and SWDAs on DEs in the target cell. The gateway router runs two correlation 

engines, Fast Worm Correlation Engine (FWCE) which executes a Fast Worm Correlation 

Algorithm (FWCA) and a slow worm correlation engine (SWCE) which executes a slow 

worm correlation algorithm (SWCA). Fig. 7.3 shows the communication flow between the 

DEs and the gateway router correlation engines. Both FWCA and SWCA use the GEP the

ory evidence combining technique to determine the profile(s) associated with the detected 

malicious or unauthorized intrusion(s). Multiple correlation processes can run on the gate

way router simultaneously. 
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F i g u r e 7 . 3 : Communication flow between Detector Endpoints and Gateway Router 

7.2.2.1 Fast Worm Correlation Algorithm (FWCA) 

At the gateway router, we are interested in using collected FWDA local decisions in making 

an improved fused decision which minimizes the cummulative decision risk of making a 

decision. For each traffic profile i with associated records and local decisions received from 

the FWDAs, two hypotheses H\ and HQ are considered at the gateway router, where Hi is 

the hypothesis that the traffic profile i is malicious and HQ is the hypothesis that the traffic 

profile i is benign. As explained in Section 5.2.2.1, the GEP optimized decision criteria at 

the fusion centre (the gateway router) which minimizes the cummulative decision risk can 

be expressed using the following likelihood ratio rule (derived from (4.5)): 

K-L} P(<Ff\H0) D ^ 0 Ci lf 
(7.1) 

where C(0 and C ^ are the costs of a fused decision that results in a false positive and a 

false negative respectively on the FWCE. As explained in Section 5.2.2.1, a jf = ^r2- value 

of 2.0 was used in our experiments with fast worm detection to ensure that a greater cost or 

penalty was associated with a decision that results in a false positive than a decision that 

results in a false negative. 
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For homogeneous detectors, pd = pd and p( = pi, for all q. Therefore, the likelihood ratio 

test in (7.1) can be expressed as: 

A(4) = W ) _ MY . (IZAY - ^ °4 - V (7.2) 

By computing for A(d*), the likelihood ratio test in (7.2) determines whether the correlation 

algorithm considers traffic profile i as a malicious traffic profile (i.e. fused decision D f = 1) 

or a benign traffic profile (i.e. fused decision D f = 0). 

As explained in Section 5.2.2.1, when multiple simultaneous malicious fast worm attacks oc

cur and are detected using the correlation algorithm, the combined probability of detection, 

PDi for each malicious profile i is computed. PDi can be expressed as: 

p{)i = p(A(^)>v\Hl)= ] r (m})(pf
drhi-Pf

dr<-u{ (7.3) 

Containment action for the multiple malicious traffic profiles is triggered in a sequence 

ordered by the value of PDi. Containment for profile u is triggered before that of profile v 

if, 

PL > PL (7-4) 

7.2.2.2 Window-based profiler 

Let FWkj be the kth fast worm detection window within the j t h slow worm detection window 

SWj (see Table 7.1 and Fig. 7.2). We use X^j to model a set with elements corresponding 

to profile (s) identified as associated with fast scanning worm intrusion (s). These profiles are 
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F i g u r e 7 . 4 : Block diagram of integrated detection of fast and slow worms. 

identified by the FWCE from records captured during FWkj (see Fig. 7.4). We also use Zj to 

model the set with elements corresponding to all profiles captured by the SWDAs in the cell 

during the slow worm detection window SWj. As mentioned earlier, we assume the SWDAs 

run that same host anomaly detection software as the FWDAs but record traffic profiles 

for a longer period, ts which corresponds to the slow worm detection window SWj. For 

each slow worm detection window, the window-based adaptive profiler tags traffic profiles 

identified by the FWCE and periodically adapts the input into the slow worm correlation 

engine (SWCE) by filtering out the tagged profiles. This ensures that only profiles that have 

not been previously identified by the FWCE as associated with faster propagating intrusions 

are forwarded to the SWCE (Fig. 7.4). We used a similar adaptive profiler technique in [5] 

to filter out traffic profiles belonging to fast scanning worms. If Yj is the set with elements 

corresponding to profiles forwarded to the SWCE, then Yj is expressed as: 

Yj = Zj\(XljUX2jU UXkj) (7.5) 
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This window-based adaptive profiler algorithm ensures that for every slow worm detection 

window, SWj, the corresponding Yj is updated with outputs, X^j from the FWCE. At the 

end of a slow worm detection window, only profiles that are not deemed to belong to faster 

propagating intrusions by the FWCE are forwarded to the SWCE for slow worm detection 

and identification. The SWCE runs the slow worm correlation algorithm (SWCA) described 

in the next section. 

7.2.2.3 Slow Worm Correlation Algorithm (SWCA) 

The SWCE runs the slow worm correlation algorithm (SWCA) on Yj. Slow scanning worms 

are known to exhibit high rates of false negatives since they are capable of avoiding detection 

by scanning at rates below most traditional IDS thresholds and blending with normal traffic 

patterns. As a result, unlike fast worms they inherently exhibit greater false negative rates 

than false positive rates. We use *ys = ^ where 0 < Cs
ab < 1 to denote the decision cost 

ratio used for slow worm detection in the SWCA. We also use dj to denote the vector 

of local decisions from the SWDAs corresponding to the elements in Yj. The slow worm 

correlation algorithm (SWCA) detects slow worm profiles by using the following likelihood 

ratio rule (derived from (4.5)): 

P{QLS\HQ) D=0 O 0 1 

where CQX > Cf0, thus ensuring a greater penalty for false negatives than false positives. 

Parameter Cf0 and C ^ are the costs of a fused decision that results in a false positive and a 

false negative respectively on the SWCE. Unlike fast scanning worms, malicious slow worms 

are more likely to go undetected in the network since they can camouflage as normal traffic. 

We therefore consider false negatives more severe than false positives for slow worms and 

associate a greater cost or penalty for false negatives than false positives in our experiments 
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with slow worm detection. We used 7S = ^ = 0.1 in the experiments. 

For homogeneous detectors, pd = pd and pi = pi, for all q. Therefore, the likelihood ratio 

test in (7.6) can be expressed as: 

Given fixed parameters pd and pi, the choice of 7S determines the minimum number of 

positive detectors (i.e. SWDAs) required to satisfy (7.7). 

Note that our technique can also be used for detecting stealthy worms that are not necessarily 

scanning worms as long as such worms infect at least the minimum number of hosts required 

to satisfy (7.7) within the SWj window. 

7.3 Experimentation and Analysis 

7.3.1 Description of test-bed setup 

Fig. 7.5 shows the topology of our live testbed. Worm attacks are sourced from Network-1 

and Network-2 and targeted at vulnerable hosts in Network-A, Network-B, Network-C and 

Network-D. Detector endpoints (DEs) that run our detection algorithm are located within 

the target cells and communicate with their gateway routers (GR-1 and GR-2). The gateway 

routers runs our GEP-based correlation algorithm for the integrated EDANC scheme. 

To evaluate the functionality and performance of our integrated detection scheme, we em

ulated self propagating worm attacks using a modified blaster worm source code [52]. To 

emulate multiple malicious attacks, the source code was used to instrument two worms that 
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F i g u r e 7.5: Test-bed used for experimentation 

performed two different actions on the target hosts. The first, worm-1 was instrumented to 

create a directory named /root/infected-1 on the target host and copy a file named malicious-

1 into that directory over TCP port 888. The second, worm-2 was instrumented to create a 

directory named /root/infected-2 on the target host and copy a file named malicious-2 into 

that directory over UDP port 999. Hosts in Network-1 and Network-2 were used to launch 

worm-1 and worm-2 random attacks respectively on hosts in the target networks (Network 

A and Network B). We emulated slow worms with scanning rates of 5 hosts per minute 

(h/m) and lOh/m for our experiments. Slow worm rates and thresholds in the order of 

this magnitude have been used in previous works [65] [22]. Fast worms were emulated with 

scanning rates of 15 hosts per second (h/s) and 20h/s. We used OpenVZ visualization T 

[69] to create vulnerable host population in the target networks. Up to 128 virtual hosts per 

workstation were created on a number of Linux workstations running OpenVZ kernel-2.6.22 

to emulate a vulnerable population in each target network. 

t OpenVZ is an operating system-level visualization technology based on the Linux kernel and operating 
system. 
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For our test, the host-based Anomaly Intrusion Detection System (AIDS) running on the 

Fast Worm Detector Agent (FWDA) and the Slow Worm Detector Agent (SWDA) were 

created using different instances of Linux-based scripts that constantly monitored the direc

tory structure and content of the DE as well as the file transfer logs on the DE. Instances 

of Snort-based IDS running on the host detectors were used for real-time logging on the 

FWDA and SWDA. The FWDA and SWDA generate an alert when a file named malicious-

1 or malicious-2 is transfered into a directory named /root/infected-1 or /root/infected-2 

respectively on the DE. Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 in Section 5.2.2.1 show block diagrams of our 

implementation of host detection and alerting. Table 7.3 shows the relationship between 

Hi, HQ and pd, pi for each FWDA while Table 7.4 shows the relationship between Hi, HQ 

and pd, pSf for each SWDA. 

Table 7.3: Relationship between Hi, H0 and pd, pf
f for FWDA 

True Nature Local FWDA decision 

Hi HQ 

HI pf
d l-p{ 

HQ pf
f l-p{ 

Table 7.4: Relationship between Hi, HQ and ps
d, p

s* for SWDA 

True Nature Local SWDA decision 

Hi HQ 

HI Ps
d 1-Ps

d 

HQ p j 1-Ps
f 

The parameter tf was set to 20 seconds on the FWDA and ts was set to 10 minutes on the 

SWDA. The gateway routers, GR-1 and GR-2 ran instances of the Fast Worm Correlation 

Engine (FWCE) and Slow Worm Correlation Engine (SWCE). 

The purpose of the experiments was to demonstrate the functionality of the integrated de

tection technique in detecting both fast and slow propagating worm attacks even when they 

occur concurrently in the same computer network. The experiments may not be represen-
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tative of all the possible worm attack scenarios that exist on the Internet today. 

For data generation and analysis of results we are interested in, each experiment was run 30 

times and the average value as well as a confidence interval based on a 95% confidence level 

was computed. 

Table 7.5: Worm attack sources and scanning rates used in Experiment 1 

Worm type Worm sources and scanning rates 

worm-1 from Network-1 worm-2 from Network-2 
Fast worms 20h/s 15h/s 
Slow worms lOh/m 5h/m 

7.3.2 Experiment 1: Integrated detection of fast and slow worms 

In this experiment, four attacking hosts, two from Network-1 and two from Network-2 in 

Fig. 7.5 were used to launch different attacks (worm-1 and worm-2 respectively) on hosts in 

the target networks. Table 7.5 shows the sources and scanning rates of the worms used in 

this experiment. The objective of the experiment was to demonstrate the functionality of 

our integrated detection technique when fast and slow worms occur concurrently in a target 

network. 

Fig. 7.6 shows that the number of detectors (i.e. FWDAs) that positively detected the fast 

worms exceeded the number required for a fused decision D f = 1 on the FWCE (using (7.2)) 

and this resulted in accurate detection of the fast worms. The profiles that corresponded 

to the fast worms were filtered off by our window-based adaptive profiler before sending 

the remaining profiles to the SWCE. This is depicted in Fig. 7.4. On the SWCE, Fig. 7.6 

shows that the number of detectors (i.e. SWDAs) that positively detected the slow worms 
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F i g u r e 7 . 6 : Experiment 1: Integrated detection of fast and slow worms. W — 254, jf = 2, 
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f = 0.01, ps
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d= 0.99. 

amongst the profiles sent to the SWCE also exceeded the number required for a fused decision 

D s = 1 on the SWCE (using (7.7)) and this resulted in accurate detection of the slow worms 

also. The outcome is that both fast and slow worms were detected without the fast worms 

interfering with slow worm detection. In a typical enterprise network environment with 

fixedpst,PfiPs
(i,Pd parameters, it is crucial to tune the FWCE and SWCE appropriately with 

the 'jf and 7S parameters respectively based on observed trends and baseline information 

gathered from the network. 

7.3.3 Exper iment 2: Effect of varying 7/ and 7^ 

In this experiment, two attacking hosts, one from Network-1 and one from Network-2 in 

Fig. 7.5 were used to launch different attacks (worm-1 and worm-2 respectively) on hosts in 

the target networks. The scanning rate of the worm-1 attack was set to 20h/s to emulate a 

fast scanning worm. The scanning rate of the worm-2 attack was set to lOh/m to emulate 

a slow scanning worm. The objective of the experiment was to demonstrate the effect of 

varying 7/ or 7^ on the integrated detection technique. 
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Two sets of experiment runs were made and in each set the value of 7/ = —^ or 7^ = ^ a was 
C 0 1 01 

modified while keeping the other constant at j s = 0.1 or 7/ = 2 respectively. Parameters 

psj, = pt = 0.01, ps
d = pd = 0.99 were used throughout the experiment. Figure 7.7 and 

Figure 7.8 show the results of the two sets of experiments. In the first set, Figure 7.7 shows 

that for fast worm detection, an increase in 7^ (with 7,, parameter fixed at 0.1) resulted in a 

corresponding increase in the number of positive detectors (i.e. FWDAs) required to meet 

the conditions for a fused decision D f = 1 on the FWCE using the likelihood ratio test in 

(7.2). This is similar to the observation made with experiments carried out in section 5.4.5. 

Note that the 7,, parameter was fixed at 0.1 to ensure that the number of positive detectors 

(i.e. SWDAs) required to meet the conditions for a fused decision D s = 1 on the SWCE 

using (7.7) remained an average of 4. 

For the second set of experiments, Figure 7.8 shows that for slow worm detection an increase 

in 7S (with 7y parameter fixed at 2) causes an increase in the number of positive detectors 

(i.e. SWDAs) required by the SWCE to make a fused decision D s = 1. Also, note that the 

jf parameter was fixed at 2 to ensure that the number of positive detectors (i.e. FWDAs) 

required to meet the conditions for a fused decision D f = 1 on the FWCE using (7.2) 

remained an average of 20. 

These results underscore the importance of properly tuning the j s and jf parameters for 

practical deployments of our GEP-based integrated detection scheme. 

7.3.4 Exper iment 3: Effect of varying pf on slow worm detection with 

background fast scanning benign traffic 

Previous results obtained from experiments performed in Section 5.4.4 show that with pa

rameter 7 = 2.0 our EDANC GEP-based algorithm exhibited false detection of benign traffic 

for probability of false detection parameter pf > 0.55 on the host detectors. This experiment 
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F i g u r e 7 . 7 : Experiment 2: Effect of varying 7^ = —yi on fast worm detection in FWCE. 

W -. 254, 7S = 0.1. Worm scanning rate = 20h/s, ps, = pi = 0.01, ps
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F i g u r e 7 . 8 : Experiment 2: Effect of varying "/3 = - ^ on slow worm detection in SWCE. 

W = 254, ~ff = 2. Worm scanning rate = lOh/m, ps, = p', = 0.01, pa
d=p'd= 0.99. 

was designed to investigate the impact of varying pK on slow worm detection in the presence 

of fast scanning benign traffic, given that j s = 0.1 and 7/ = 2.0. One host in Network-1 was 

used to launch direct malicious attacks on hosts in the target networks at a scanning rate of 

lOh/m. A second host in Network-1 was used to scan the target networks with benign traffic 

at a rate of 15h/s. The probability of detection on both FWDA and SWDA was set to 0.99. 
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F i g u r e 7 . 9 : Experiment 3: Impact of varying ps„ on slow worm detection with background 

fast scanning benign traffic. W = 254, Slow worm scanning rate = lOh/m, 7S = 0.1, 7 / = 2.0, 

Pd =Pd= °-"> Pf = 0 0 1 -

The probability of false detection on the FWDA, pi was also set to 0.01. Several sets of 

experiment runs were made, and in each set the value of the probability of false detection 

pi on the SWDAs in the target network was varied from 0.01 to 0.2. Fig. 7.9 shows that 

changes in pi parameter on the SWDA does not have significant impact on the detection of 

the slow scanning malicious traffic if the ps
d parameter on the SWDA is fixed. This is ex

pected given the definition of pi and ps
d, expressed in Table 7.4 and is similar to observations 

made in Section 5.4.4. We observed that the fast scanning benign traffic was not detected 

as malicious by the FWDA. Therefore, the traffic profile corresponding to the benign traffic 

was not filtered out on the window-based adaptive profiler (see Fig. 7.4), but was forwarded 

to the Slow Worm Correlation Engine (SWCE). Fig. 7.9 shows that an increase in pi on 

the SWDA results in a corresponding increase in the likelihood that the benign traffic will 

be falsely detected as malicious on the SWCE. This is because as pi increases the number 

SWDAs that wrongly detect the benign traffic as malicious (with H\ decisions) increases 

progressively. We observed in Fig. 7.9 that the benign traffic was falsely detected as mali

cious only for values of pi > 0.08 on the SWDA. In otherwords, for parameter pi < 0.08 

on the SWDA and ps
d = pd = 0.99, pi = 0.01, our integrated GEP-based detection tech-
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nique correctly determined that the fast scanning benign traffic was actually benign while 

accurately detecting the slow scanning malicious traffic. These results and observations can 

be useful to security engineers in product selection or tuning of host detectors and gateway 

routers that run our GEP-based integrated detection algorithms. 

7.4 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, we proposed and implemented modifications to our earlier proposed End-

point Detection And Network Containment (EDANC) detection technique (presented in 

Chapter 5) which extend its capabilities to slow worm detection. Using the modified EDANC 

technique we presented an improved integrated approach to detecting both fast and slow 

scanning malicious worms even when they occur concurrently in the same computer network. 

The integrated detection approach is based on the Generalized Evidence Processing (GEP) 

theory, a decision level multi-sensor data fusion technique. With GEP theory, evidence col

lected by distributed detectors determine the probability mass associated with a decision 

under a hypothesis. The probability mass associated with each host detector decision is 

combined at a fusion center (the gateway router) to arrive at an improved fused detection 

decision by minimizing a cummulative decision risk function. 

We emphasized that slow worms do not necessarily exist alone in computer networks. Typ

ically, malicious intrusion traffic of varying scanning rates occur randomly in computer 

networks and this can introduce false alarms to detection of slow worms. The integrated 

detection technique uses a window-based self adapting profiler to filter detected fast scan

ning malicious traffic profiles hence isolating slow scanning malicious traffic profiles in the 

correlation engine. 

We carried out some experiments with the integrated detection technique on a live test-bed 

and demonstrated its behavior in detecting both fast and slow scanning malicious worms 
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that occur concurrently in the same computer network. Some useful deductions from the 

experimental results include the following: 

1. The integrated detection technique is capable of accurately detecting both fast and 

slow worms without the fast worms interfering with slow worm detection. However, 

we acknowledge that our test-bed is not representative of all network scenarios on the 

Internet. For accurate detection, proper tuning of detection parameters is required. 

C1 

2. With all other detection parameters kept constant, an increase in jf = —f- and j s = 
c3 

j ^ - results in a corresponding increase in the number of positive detectors (FWDAs 
°oi 

and SWDAs) required to meet the conditions for a fused decision D f = 1 on the 

FWCE and D s = 1 on the SWCE respectively. Conversely, decreasing the 7/ and 7S 

parameters decreases the number of positive detectors required for a fused decision 

D f = 1 and D s = 1 on the FWCE and the SWCE respectively. 

3. Our GEP-based integrated detection technique is capable of accurately detecting slow 

scanning malicious traffic even in the presence of background fast scanning benign 

traffic. It is also capable of correctly determining that the fast scanning benign traffic 

is actually benign. This improves detection accuracy and minimizes false detection 

rates. Proper tuning of both host detector and fusion center parameters is required to 

achieve this. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion and Future Directions 

8.1 Summary of Problems 

This thesis primarily investigated the following problems: 

1. Detection and containment of fast scanning malicious worms in computer networks 

with low false detection rates and optimal accuracy irrespective of their signature or 

their scanning strategies. Detection of such worms with minimal false detection rates 

and within short intervals still remains a problem today and development of a practical 

and deployable detection and containment solution remains an open research issue. 

2. Detection of both slow scanning stealthy worms and fast scanning malicious worms 

in computer networks with low false detection rates and optimal accuracy even when 

they occur concurrently in a target computer network. We point out that there are 

two major shortfalls of previously proposed approaches to detection of slow scanning 

and fast scanning worms. First, a common characteristic of previously proposed tech

niques is the use of connection counts and traffic rates as the basis for anomalous 
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detection. This approach inherently carries a high detection rates because worms are 

capable of propagating at rates similar or less than normal traffic rates and therefore 

can camouflage as normal traffic [27]. Also, anomalous connection counts and traffic 

rates (whether high or low) do not necessarily confirm existence of malicious activ

ity. Second, though previously proposed techniques demonstrate capability to detect 

fast scanning and slow scanning intrusions under certain circumstances, they do not 

address detection of both fast scanning and slow scanning malicious intrusions when 

they occur concurrently in the same target computer network. 

8.2 Summary of Contributions 

The first contribution of this thesis to the state of the art is the novel use of the Generalized 

Evidence Processing (GEP) theory, a decision level multi-sensor data fusion technique for 

detection of malicious intrusions. Other decision level multi-sensor data fusion techniques, 

such as the Bayesian theory and the Dempster-Shafer theory have been used in the past as 

theoretical foundations for intrusion detection, but as far as our literature survey revealed, 

and to the best of our knowledge, we were the first in [4] to use the GEP theory as a 

theoretical foundation for intrusion detection of malicious traffic in computer networks. We 

developed and analysed our novel Endpoint Detection And Network Containment (EDANC) 

approach for distributed detection and collaborative defense against fast spreading worms. 

The EDANC detection and correlation engine is based on the GEP theory. 

The second contribution of this thesis is the development and analysis of the Analytical Ac

tive Worm Containment (AAWC) model. While considering the random scanning behavior 

of fast spreading malicious worms, we developed the Analytical Active Worm Containment 

(AAWC) model, a novel discrete-time model which we used to model vulnerable host pop-
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ulation protected from random fast scanning worm attacks as a result of our Endpoint 

Detection And Network Containment (EDANC) scheme in a large scale network. Using 

the AAWC model, we demonstrated quantitatively the collaborative containment capabil

ity of EDANC defense in a large scale network. The proposed EDANC defense approach 

uses a network-based collaborative technique for fast containment of fast spreading worms. 

With the EDANC approach, after the detection and correlation engines identify an offending 

traffic flow, network filters are automatically generated and deployed on the first upstream 

router (i.e the gateway router) of the network segment or cell under attack. The gateway 

router of the target cell then sends notification signals to neighbor routers. Participating 

neighbor routers that receive the notification signal run a reactive blocking protocol which 

ensures execution of similar containment and notification actions thus achieving enterprise-

wide collaborative containment. In Chapter six, the AAWC model was used to quantitatively 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the EDANC containment technique in protecting a vulner

able uninfected population from infection from a fast scanning malicious worm attack. We 

define containment of an infectious worm as the complete halting of further worm spread. 

Therefore, when a fast spreading worm is contained using the EDANC defense technique, 

significant portions of the vulnerable uninfected population are protected from infection. 

The third contribution of this thesis to the state of the art is the proposal and development 

of a novel approach to integrated detection of both slow scanning and fast scanning malicious 

worms that is distinct from previously proposed approaches. This involved introducing an 

improvement to our proposed EDANC detection and correlation engine which extends its 

capabilities to detection of slow worms. The resulting integrated detection technique was 

used to achieve detection of both fast scanning and slow scanning malicious worms even 

when they occur concurrently in a target computer network. Our technique is distinct in 

a number of ways. First, our proposed detection approach uses an optimized correlation 

technique based on the GEP theory to combine malicious intrusion evidence and local deci

sions provided by distributed host-based anomaly intrusion detectors. The use of the GEP 
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theory, an optimized multi-sensor data fusion technique for combining the local decisions 

provided by the individual host detectors ensures that the false detection rates are mini

mized and that detection accuracy is optimized. The fact that host anomaly detectors are 

also known to be capable of exhibiting low false detection rates [21] [68] adds to making 

our novel GEP-based detection technique even more viable. Second, our novel detection 

approach takes into consideration the real possibility that slow scanning malicious worms 

can occur concurrently with faster propagating malicious worms in computer networks. This 

particularly exacerbates the difficulty in detecting slow worms due to interference from other 

traffic flows scanning at faster rates. 

8.3 Summary of Thesis Content 

The chronology of the content of this thesis are as follows: 

Chapter one presented the objectives and motivations for this thesis work including a general 

description of detection and defense techniques against active malicious worms. Chapter two 

presented the thesis approach and contributions made by this thesis to the state of the art 

in the area of detection and containment of active malicious worms. In Chapter three 

and Chapter four, we reviewed previous related work and discussed relevant background 

for decision level multi-sensor data fusion which formed the theoretical foundation for our 

proposed detection approach. 

In Chapter five, our novel Endpoint Detection And Network Containment (EDANC) ap

proach for distributed detection and collaborative defense against fast spreading worms was 

introduced and analysed. The EDANC detection and correlation engine is based on the GEP 

theory, a decision level multi-sensor data fusion technique. With GEP theory, the evidence 

collected by the distributed detectors determines the probability associated with a decision 

under a hypothesis. The probability mass associated with each host detector decision is 
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combined at a fusion center (the gateway router) to arrive at an optimal fused detection 

decision by minimizing a cummulative decision risk function. The GEP theory is known 

to have advantages over the two major evidence combining theories that have dominated 

the field of distributed evidence processing - the Bayesian theory and the Dempster-Shafer 

theory. 

We presented an analysis of EDANC detection interval for a fast scanning worm and experi

mented with the EDANC scheme on a live test-bed. Results obtained from the experiments 

concurred with analytical results. The results also validate the functionality of the EDANC 

detection technique for fast scanning malicious worms. Some useful deductions from the 

experimental results include the following: 

1. The EDANC scheme is capable of automatically detecting malicious intrusion attacks 

with scanning rate of over 15h/s within an average of 8 seconds after starting the 

attack on a network with cells (network segments) containing 254 hosts. 

2. A reduction in the probability of detection, pd of the individual detectors results in a 

corresponding increase in the number of positive detectors required to meet the con

ditions for a fused decision D = 1 (i.e. decision that observed intrusion is malicious). 

We used homogeneous host detectors with same pd and pf values. Though somewhat 

intuitive, the results showed that with poor detectors (with low pd values) the correla

tion algorithm required more reports of individual detector local decisions to arrive at 

a fused decision. Conversely, more accurate detectors (with higher pd values) caused 

the correlation algorithm to require less number of individual detector local decisions 

to arrive at a fused decision. 

3. Changes in probability of false detection, pf values for individual detectors does not 

have significant impact on the detection of malicious traffic if the Pd value for the 

detectors is fixed. This is expected since detection of malicious traffic is dependent on 

Pd but has no dependency on pf (see Table 5.1). However, an increase in pf results in 
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a corresponding increase in the likelihood that a benign traffic will be falsely detected 

as malicious. With pf > 0.55 our GEP algorithm exhibited false detection of benign 

traffic. 

4. An increase in 7 = ^ (i.e. ratio of the cost of a false positive decision to the cost of 

a false negative decision) results in a corresponding increase in the number of positive 

detectors required to meet the conditions for a fused decision D = 1. 

5. Generated ROC curves show that the EDANC GEP-based detection technique exhibits 

much better accuracy than the use of a single host detector for detection. 

6. In multiple concurrent malicious attack scenarios, even though all the malicious attack 

profiles are identified as malicious and selected for containment, the profiles are blocked 

(or contained) in a sequence ordered by the combined probability of detection (PDi) 

computed for the profiles. In our experiments, we observed that the scanning rate of 

a worm had a direct relationship with Poi computed for that worm profile. The worm 

with a faster scanning rate exhibited a greater Pj)i and was blocked first. 

In Chapter six, considering the random scanning behavior of malicious worms, we developed 

the Analytical Active Worm Containment (AAWC) model, a discrete-time model used to 

model vulnerable host population protected as a result of the EDANC scheme in a large 

scale network. Using the AAWC model, we demonstrated quantitatively the collaborative 

containment capability of EDANC. For a scanning worm attack, the AAWC model assumes 

that successful direct worm scans are stopped when the number of protected hosts (modeled 

using our AAWC model) exceed the number of directly scanned hosts (modeled using the 

known AAWP model [19]), thus preventing further increase in the number of hosts infected 

by direct scans. Our results showed that this is achievable within 13 seconds after release of 

the worm. In addition, it was observed that while network containment of worms can halt 

further worm spread due to direct scans, it does not recover infected hosts nor does it prevent 

local scanning within a protected cell (or network segment). Immunization by patching was 
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therefore introduced to EDANC by introducing a non-zero patching rate to the AAWP 

model. This combined approach (EDANC network containment and immunization) caused 

the number of infected hosts after EDANC defense to decrease by the patching rate on every 

subsequent time tick. Results showed that the number of infected hosts in protected cells 

was significantly reduced and tended towards zero as a result of this combined approach, 

thus ensuring that hosts infected before EDANC defense did not become launching platforms 

for more attacks within or outside their network cells. 

In Chapter seven, we implemented improvements to our earlier proposed Endpoint Detection 

And Network Containment (EDANC) detection technique which extended its capabilities 

to slow worm detection. Using the improved EDANC technique we presented an integrated 

approach to detecting both fast and slow scanning malicious worms even when they occur 

concurrently in the same computer network. We emphasized that slow worms do not nec

essarily exist alone in computer networks. Typically, malicious intrusion traffic of different 

scanning rates (fast and slow) can co-exist on the Internet and in computer networks, and 

their random co-existence can introduce false alarms to detection of slow worms in particu

lar. The integrated detection technique uses a window-based self adapting profiler to filter 

detected fast scanning malicious traffic profiles hence isolating detected slow scanning mali

cious traffic profiles in the correlation engine. We carried out experiments with the integrated 

detection technique on a live test-bed and demonstrated its behavior in detecting both fast 

and slow scanning malicious worms that occur concurrently. Some useful deductions from 

the experimental results include the following: 

1. The integrated detection technique is capable of accurately detecting both fast and 

slow worms without the fast worms interfering with slow worm detection. However, 

we acknowledge that our test-bed is not representative of all network scenarios on the 

Internet. For accurate detection, proper tuning of detection parameters is required. 

cf 
2. With all other detection parameters kept constant, an increase in 7^ = —f- and ~fs = 

' - ' O l 
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^ * results in a corresponding increase in the number of positive detectors (FWDAs 
°oi 

and SWDAs) required to meet the conditions for a fused decision D f = 1 on the 

FWCE and D s = 1 on the SWCE respectively. Conversely, decreasing the 7/ and 75 

parameters decreases the number of positive detectors required for a fused decision 

D f = 1 and D s = 1 on the FWCE and the SWCE respectively. 

3. Our GEP-based integrated detection technique is capable of accurately detecting slow 

scanning malicious traffic even in the presence of background fast scanning benign 

traffic. It is also capable of correctly determining that the fast scanning benign traffic 

is actually benign. This improves detection accuracy and minimizes false detection 

rates. Proper tuning of both host detector and fusion center parameters is required to 

achieve this. 

8.4 Future Directions 

For future work, a number of directions are possible: 

1. One interesting direction would be to extend the work on integrated host-based anomaly 

detection of worms to overlay networks such as peer-to-peer networks and ad hoc net

works. Since the EDANC detection scheme relies on host detectors for local detection, 

and gateway routers for correlation and fused decision, it is possible to create virtual 

networks that run the EDANC protocols and overlay such virtual networks on existing 

traditional IP networks. Also, several routers that form part of the virtual network 

can participate in the EDANC collaborative containment protocol. 

2. In this thesis, we developed a detection scheme for slow scanning malicious worms 

*7/ is the ratio of the cost of a false positive decision to the cost of a false negative decision on the FWCE, 
while 7S is the ratio of the cost of a false positive decision to the cost of a false negative decision on the 
SWCE. 
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even in the presence of faster scanning malicious traffic. With proliferation of Web 2.0 

and peer-to-peer social networks, a new vulnerability and threat model due to stealth 

worms which are slowly propagating but with no peculiar communication patterns 

[67], seem quite conceivable. Successful large scale infection as a result of such worms 

can be exploited by bot herds and used to perpetuate significant damage on computer 

systems and networks. More work is required to develop adequate defenses against 

this special class of worms. We believe that multi-sensor data fusion such as the GEP 

theory holds promise in this area. 

3. Another possible direction involves investigating the impact of indecisive detectors on 

GEP theory-based intrusion detection of malicious worms. In this thesis, our imple

mentation of the GEP theory focussed on the use of local detectors that are capable 

of making a decision on the malicious or benign nature of observed traffic profiles. 

We did not investigate any scenarios with indecisive detectors (such as poor quality 

detectors) that are not capable of making such a decision. More work is required to 

understand the implication of using the GEP theory as a theoretical foundation for 

intrusion detection of malicious worms in computer networks when hard local decisions 

about local detector observations cannot be made. 
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